
CHAPTER

5 Relevant Information for
Decision Makingwith a Focus
on Pricing Decisions

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
When you have finished studying this chapter,you should be able to:

I. Discriminate between relevant and irrelevant information for making decisions.

2. Apply the decision process to make business decisions.

3. Construct absorption and contribution-margin income statements, and identify their
relevance for decision making.

4. Decide to accept or reject a special order using the contribution-margin approach.

5. Explain why pricing decisions depend on the characteristics of the market.

6. Identify the factors that influence pricing decisions inpractice.

7. Compute a sales price by various methods, and compare the advantages and disadvantages
of these methods.

8. Use target costing to decide whether to add a new product.

ÿ GRAND CANYON RAILWAY

While you are on vacation, the last thing you want to worry about is transportation. For visitors to

Grand Canyon National Park, the Grand Canyon Railway provides a relaxing alternative to driving to

the canyon. Why drive when you can sit back and enjoy the scenery across 65 miles of beautiful Arizona
countryside from the comfort of a fully reconditioned steam-powered train? Strolling musicians serenade
you, and western characters stage attacks, holdups, and shootouts that offer a glimpse into what train
travel might have been like for Old West loggers, miners, and ranchers at the turn of the century. The
Grand Canyon Railway offers a ride not only to the canyon itself but into the past as well.

Rides into the past aren't exactly cheap. Tracks for the narrow-gauge train as well as the authentic
steam engines and passenger cars required an investment of more than $20 million. Recoveringthat initial
investment while earning a profit is not easy. According to the company CFO, Kevin Call, "Pricing is
really the key in running a successful operation."

The railway offers four different classes of service, and setting the pricing on each one determines
the company's profit. To set prices, management uses the contribution-margin approach introduced in
Chapter 2. Among the influences on pricing discussed in this chapter, costs and customer demands are
the most important to the railway. The prices charged must not only ensure a reasonable profit, they also
must be attractive to the customer.

Costs are important in the pricing decisions of many types of companies. What price should a

Safeway store charge for a pound of hamburger? What should Boeing charge for a 787 airplane?
Should a clothing manufacturer accept a special order from Wal-Mart? Managers rely on accounting
information to answer these questions and to make important decisions on a daily basis. However, not all



accounting information applies to each type of decision. In this chapter, we'll
focus on identifying relevant information for decision making and apply what
we learn to pricing decisions. The ability to separate relevant from irrelevant
information is often the difference between success and failure in modern
business. ÿ'

The Concept of Relevance
What information is relevant to a decision maker? That depends on the
decision being made. Decision making is essentially choosing among
several alternative courses of action. Decision makers identify the avail¬
able alternatives by an often time-consuming search and screening process,
perhaps carried out by a company team that includes engineers, accoun¬
tants, and operating executives. The accountant's role is primarily that
of a technical expert on financial analysis who provides information that may be useful to the
decision maker. However, the decision maker, who has the best understanding of the decision
and the available alternatives, must understand what information is relevant.
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Riding the Grand Canyon Railroad is

like going back in time to the grand

era of train travel.

What Is Relevance?
Making business decisions requires managers to compare two or more alternative courses of
action. Two criteria determine whether financial information is relevant: (1) Information must

be an expected future revenue or cost, and (2) it must have an element of difference among the
alternatives. That is, relevant information is the predicted future costs and revenues that will
differ among the alternatives.

Note that relevant information is a prediction of the future, not a summary of the past.
Historical (past) information has no direct bearing on a decision. Such information can have
an indirect bearing on a decision because it may help in predicting the future. But past figures,
in themselves, are irrelevant to the decision itself. Why? Because the decision cannot change the
past. Decisions affect the future. Nothingcan alter what has already happened.

Of the expected future information, only data that will differ across alternatives are relevant
to the decision. Any item that will remain the same regardless of the alternative selected is irrel¬
evant. For instance, if a department manager's salary will be the same regardless of the products
produced, the salary is irrelevant to the selection of products. Here are some examples to help
you clarify the sharp distinctions between relevant and irrelevant information.

Suppose you always buy gasoline from either of two nearby gasoline stations. Yesterday
you noticed that one station was selling gasoline at $3.90 per gallon. The other was selling it at

$3.80. Your automobile needs gasoline today, and in making your choice of stations, you assume
that these prices have not changed. The relevant costs are $3.90 and $3.80, the expected future
costs that will differ between the alternatives. You use your past experience (that is, what you
observed yesterday) for predicting today's price. Note that the relevant cost is not what you paid
in the past, or what you observed yesterday, but what you expect to pay when you drive in to

get gasoline. This cost meets our two criteria: (1) It is the expected future cost, and (2) it differs
between the alternatives.

You may also plan to buy a bag of potato chips when you stop for gasoline. Suppose you
expect the price of a bag of chips to be the same at either station. This expected future cost is
irrelevant to your decision about which station to stop at because it will be the same under either
alternative. It does not meet our second criterion.

On a business level, consider the following decision.A food container manufacturer is think¬
ing of using aluminum instead of tin in making a line of large cans. The cost of direct material
is expected to decrease from $.30 per can if tin is used to $.20 per can if the manufacturer uses
aluminum. The direct-labor cost will continue to be $.70 per unit regardless of the material used.
Direct-labor cost is irrelevant because our second criterion—an element of difference between
the alternatives—is not met.

Objective I

Discriminate between relevant and
irrelevant information for making
decisions.

relevant information
The predicted future costs and
revenues that will differ among
alternative courses of action.

'Throughout this and the next chapter, to concentrate on the fundamental ideas, we ignore the time value of money and
income taxes (discussed inChapter 11).
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200 PART 1 • FOCUS ON DECISION MAKING

Aluminum Tin Difference

Objective 2

Apply the decision process to make
business decisions.

decision model
Any method for making

a choice, sometimes requiring
elaborate quantitative

procedures.

Direct material

Direct labor

$.20

.70

$.30

.70

$.10

In this example, the relevant cost is the cost of direct materials. We can safely exclude direct
labor from the comparison of alternatives because it does not differ between the alternatives.

A Decision Model
Exhibit 5-1 illustrates this simple decision process, and it serves to show the appropriate frame¬
work for more complex decisions. Box 1(A) represents historical data from the accounting
system. Box 1(B) represents other data, such as price indices or industry statistics, gathered from
outside the accounting system. Regardless of their source, the data in step 1help the formulation
of predictions in step 2. (Remember that historical data are only relevant as a guide to predicting
future costs and revenues. Inthe large-can manufacturing example, the historical costs of tin and
aluminum are only relevant as predictors of future prices.)

In step 3, these predictions become inputs to the decision model. A decision model is
any method used for making a choice. Such models sometimes require elaborate quantitative
procedures, such as a petroleum refinery's mathematical method for choosing what products
to manufacture for any given day or week. A decision model, however, may also be simple. It
may be confined to a single comparison of costs for choosing between two materials, as in the

Exhibit 5-1
Decision Process and Role of
Information

(1)
(A)

Historical
Information

(2)

Information

(3)

Prediction Method

Predictions as Inputs to
Decision Model

Decision Model

Decisions by Managers
with the Aid of the Decision Model

(4)
Implementation and

Evaluation

Feedback
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previous example of the tin versus aluminum cans. In this example, our decision model is to

compare the predicted unit costs and, assuming that everything else is equal, select the alterna¬
tive with the lower cost.

The decision process in Exhibit 5-1 applies to all business decisions, no matter how simple
or complicated they may be. By using this process, you will be able to focus squarely on the
relevant information—the predicted future differences between alternatives—in any decision.
In the rest of this chapter, we will use this decision process to apply the concept of relevance to

several specific pricing decisions.

Accuracy and Relevance
Inthe best of all possible worlds, decision-making information would always be both perfectly rel¬
evant andprecisely accurate. However,inreality, such informationisoften too difficult or too costly
to obtain. Accountants are sometimes forced to choose between more relevance or more accuracy.

Precise but irrelevant information is worthless for decision making. For example, a univer¬
sity president's salary may be $450,000 per year, to the penny, but may have no bearing on the
question of whether to buy or rent data-processing equipment. Incontrast, imprecise but relevant
information can be useful. For example, sales predictions for a new product may be subject to

error, but they are still helpful indeciding whether to manufacture the product. Relevant informa¬
tion must be reasonably accurate but not precisely so.

The degree to which information is relevant or precise often depends on the degree to which
it is qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative aspects are those for which measurement in financial
terms is difficult and imprecise; quantitative aspects are those for which financial measurement

is easy and precise. Accountants, statisticians, and mathematicians try to express as many deci¬
sion factors as feasible in quantitative terms. Why? Because this approach reduces the num¬
ber of qualitative (subjective) factors they need to consider. Just as we noted that relevance is
more crucial than precision in decision making, so may qualitative aspects dominate quantitative
(financial) impacts in many decisions. For example, the extreme opposition of a militant labor
union to new labor-saving machinery may cause a manager to forgo installation of such machin¬
ery even if it would reduce manufacturing costs. In a similar way, a company may pass up the
opportunity to purchase a component from a supplier at a price below the cost of producing it
themselves to avoid a long-range dependence on that particular supplier.

Likewise, managers sometimes introduce new technology (for example, advanced computer
systems or automated equipment) even though the immediate quantitative results seem unattract¬

ive. Managers defend such decisions on the grounds that long-term financial results, although
hard to predict, are likely to be improved by the technology.

The Relevance of Alternative Income Statements
Inmany cases, income statement information is relevant to decision making because it specifies
how alternative choices impact income. Additionally, since executives use income statements to

evaluate performance, managers need to know how their decisions will affect reported income.
There are different ways to organize income statement information. Some income statements

track fixed and variable costs usingthe contribution approach, whereas others adopt the absorption
approach used in reporting to external parties.

Let's examine the relevance of contribution and absorption income statements. To highlight
the different effects of these approaches, consider the Cordell Company. Suppose Cordell
produces and sells 1,000,000units of seat covers for seats on airplanes,buses, and railroadpassen¬
ger cars. Cordell sells these to companies such as USAirways and the Grand Canyon Railway
Company. The total manufacturing cost of making 1,000,000 seat covers is $30,000,000. The
unit manufacturing cost of the product is $30,000,000 -f- 1,000,000, or $30 per unit. We will
assume that in 20X1 the Cordell Company has direct-materials costs of $14 million, direct-labor
costs of $6 million, indirect manufacturing costs as illustrated in Exhibit 5-2, selling and admin¬
istrative expenses as illustrated in Exhibit 5-3, and no beginning or ending inventories. Total
sales are predicted at $40 million.

Note that Exhibits 5-2 and 5-3 subdivide costs as variable or fixed. As explained next, most

companies do not make such subdivisions in their absorption income statements for external
reporting. However, many companies use such partitioning in contribution income statements to

align with the information managers often use in decision making.

Objective 3

Construct absorption and
contribution-margin income
statements, and identify their
relevance for decision making.
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Exhibit 5-2
Cordell Company
Schedules of Predicted Indirect
Manufacturing Costs for the
Year Ended December 31, 20X1
(thousands of dollars)

Schedule 1:Variable Costs

Supplies (lubricants, expendable tools, coolants, sandpaper) $ 600

Materials-handling labor (forklift operators) 2,800

Repairs on manufacturing equipment 400

Power for factory 200 $ 4,000

Schedule 2: Fixed Costs

Managers' salaries in factory S 400

Factory employee training 180

Factory picnic and holiday party 20

Factory supervisory salaries 1,400

Depreciation, plant, and equipment 3,600

Property taxes on plant 300

Insurance on plant 100 6,000

Total indirect manufacturing costs $10,000

Exhibit 5-3
Cordell Company
Schedules of PredictedSelling
and Administrative Expenses for
the Year EndedDecember 31,
20X1 (thousands of dollars)

Schedule 3: Selling Expenses

Variable

Sales commissions $1,400

Shipping expenses for products sold 600 $2,000

Fixed

Advertising $1,400

Sales salaries 2,000

Other 600 4,000

Total selling expenses $6,000

Schedule 4: Administrative Expenses

Variable

Some clerical wages $ 160

Computer time rented 40 $ 200

Fixed

Office salaries $ 200

Other salaries 400

Depreciation on office facilities 200

Public-accounting fees 80

Legal fees 200

Other 720 1,800

Total administrative expenses $2,000

absorption approach Absorption Approach
(absorption costing) Exhibit 5-4 presents Cordell's income statement using the absorption approach (or absorption
•

ccÿsÿnS aPProach that costjnpi the method used by companies for external financial reporting. Firms that take this
considers all indirect manufac- , .... „ . , ... ,
turing costs (both variable and aPProach consider all direct and indirect manufacturing costs (both variable and fixed) to be

fixed) to be product (invento- Pr°duct (inventoriable) costs that become an expense in the form of manufacturing cost of goods

riable) costs that become an sold only when the firm sells the related product.
expense in the form of Note that gross profit or gross margin is the difference between sales and the manufacturing

manufacturing cost of goods cost of goods sold. Note too that the primary classifications of costs on the income statement are
sold only as sales occur, by three major management functions: manufacturing, selling, and administrative.
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Sales $40,000

Less: Manufacturing cost of goods sold

Direct materials $14,000

Direct labor 6,000

Indirect manufacturing (Schedules 1 plus 2)* 10,000 30,000

Gross margin or gross profit $10,000

Selling expenses (Schedule 3) $ 6,000

Administrative expenses (Schedule 4) 2,000

Total selling and administrative expenses 8,000

Operating income $ 2,000

'Schedules 1 and 2 are in Exhibit 5-2. Schedules 3 and 4 are in Exhibit 5-3.

Exhibit 5-4
Cordell Company
PredictedAbsorption Income
Statement for the Year Ended
December 31, 20X1 (thousands

of dollars)

Contribution Approach
In contrast, Exhibit 5-5 presents Cordell's income statement using the contribution approach
(also called variable costing or direct costing). For decision purposes, the major difference
between the contribution approach and the absorption approach is that the former emphasizes
the distinction between variable and fixed costs. Its primary cost classification isby variable- and
fixed-cost behavior patterns, not by business functions. Note that it is difficult to classify a given
cost as variable, fixed, or mixed (for example, repairs), so often approximations must suffice.

The contribution income statement provides a contribution margin—revenue less all variable
costs, including variable selling and administrative costs. This approach makes it easier to under¬
stand the impact of changes in sales volume on operating income. It also dovetails nicely with
the cost-volume-profit (CVP) analysis illustrated in Chapter 2 and the decision analyses in this
chapter and Chapter 6.

Another major benefit of the contribution approach is that it stresses the role of fixed costs

in operating income. Before a company can earn income, its total contribution margin must

exceed the fixed costs it has incurred for manufacturing and other value-chain functions. This
highlighting of contribution margin and total fixed costs focuses management attention on cost

behavior and control inmaking both short-run and long-run decisions. Remember that advocates
of the contribution approach do not maintain that fixed costs are unimportant or irrelevant. They
do stress, however, that the distinctions between behaviors of variable and fixed costs are cru¬
cial for certain decisions. Decisions usually affect fixed costs in a different way than they affect
variable costs.

contribution approach
A method of internal
(management accounting)
reporting that emphasizes the
distinction betweenvariable and
fixed costs for the purpose of
better decision making.

Sales $40,000

Less:Variable expenses

Direct materials $14,000

Direct labor 6,000

Variable indirect manufacturing costs (Schedule 1)* 4,000

Total variable manufacturing cost of goods sold $24,000

Variable selling expenses (Schedule 3) 2,000

Variable administrative expenses (Schedule 4) 200

Total variable expenses 26,200

Contribution margin $13,800

Less: Fixed expenses

Manufacturing (Schedule 2) $ 6,000

Selling (Schedule 3) 4,000

Administrative (Schedule 4) 1,800 11,800

Operating income $ 2,000

'Note: Schedules 1 and 2 are in Exhibit 5-2. Schedules 3 and 4 are in Exhibit 5-3.

Exhibit 5-5
Cordell Company
Predicted Contribution Income
Statement for the Year Ended
December 31, 20X1 (thousands

of dollars)
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The distinction betweenthe gross margin(from the absorption approach) and the contribution
margin (from the contribution approach) is important, especially for manufacturing companies.
Consider the following computations of contribution margin (CM) and gross margin (GM):

CM/unit =Price — (Variable manufacturing cost/unit +Variable selling & admin, cost/unit)

GM/unit =Price — (Variable manufacturing cost/unit +Fixedmanufacturing cost/unit)

The variable selling and administrative cost per unit affects the contribution margin but not the
gross margin, while the fixed manufacturing cost affects the gross margin but not the contribu¬
tion margin. Because fixed manufacturing costs do not change with small changes in volume of
units, it can be misleadingto express such costs on a per unit basis. Thus, it can be misleading to

use gross margin to predict the effect of changes in volume.

Comparing Contribution and Absorption Approaches
The contribution approach separates fixed costs from variable costs. It deducts variable costs

from sales to compute a contribution margin and then deducts fixed costs to measure profit. In
contrast, the absorption approach separates manufacturing costs from nonmanufacturing costs.

Itdeducts manufacturing costs from sales to compute a gross margin and then deducts nonmanu¬
facturing costs to measure profit. Both formats can be relevant for decision making, depending
on the type of decision being contemplated. In situations where decisions affect variable costs

differently than they affect fixed costs, such as the short-run pricing decisions we will discuss in
this chapter, the contribution approach will yield great value. Incontrast, the absorption approach
is well suited for long-runpricing decisions, where it is important that the prices over a product's
life cover all manufacturing costs, including fixed costs.

Regulators do not allow the contribution approach for external financial reporting. However,
many companies use the contribution approach for internal decision-making purposes and an
absorption format for external purposes. Why? Because they expect the benefits of making better
decisions using the contribution approach to exceed the extra costs of using two different report¬
ing systems simultaneously.

Pricing Special Sales Orders
Before considering more general approaches to pricing, it is helpful to examine how a manager
might approach a specific pricing decision—whether to accept a special sales order. We will
highlight the value of the contribution approach in such a decision.

Illustrative Example
Inour illustration,we'll focus again on the Cordell Company. Suppose Branson Gray LineTours
offered Cordell $26 per unit for a 100,000-unit special order of seat covers that (1) would not

affect Cordell's regular business in any way, (2) would not affect total fixed costs, (3) would not

require any additional variable selling and administrative expenses, (4) would use some otherwise
idle manufacturing capacity, and (5) would not raise any antitrust issues concerning price dis¬
crimination. Should Cordell sell the 100,000 seat covers for the price of $26 each?

Perhaps we should state the question more precisely: What is the difference in the short-run
financial results between not accepting and accepting the order? As usual, the key question is as
follows: What are the differences between alternatives? Exhibit 5-5 presents the income state¬

ment of the Cordell Company without the special order, using the contribution approach. Let's
see how Cordell's operating income would change if it accepts the special order.

Correct Analysis—Focus on Relevant Information and Cost Behavior
The correct analysis focuses on determining relevant information and cost behavior. It employs
the contribution-margin technique. As Exhibit 5-6 shows, this particular order affects only vari¬
able manufacturing costs, at a rate of $24 per unit. All other variable costs and all fixed costs

are unaffected and, thus, irrelevant. Therefore, a manager may safely ignore them in making
this special-order decision. Note how the distinction between variable- and fixed-cost behavior
patterns in the contribution-margin technique aids the necessary cost analysis. Total short-run
income will increase by $200,000 if Cordell accepts the order—despite the fact that the unit sell¬
ingprice of $26 is less than the total unit manufacturing cost of $30.

Objective 4

Decide to accept or reject a special
order using the contribution-
margin approach.
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Without Effect of With
Special Order Special Order, Special Order,

1,000,000 Units 100,000 Units 1,100,000 Units

Total Per Unit

Sales 540,000,000 52,600,000 526 542,600,000
Less:Variable expenses

Manufacturing 524,000,000 52,400,000 524 526,400,000
Selling and administrative 2,200,000 — — 2,200,000

Total variable expenses 526,200,000 52,400,000 524 528,600,000
Contribution margin 513,800,000 5 200,000 5 2 514,000,000
Less: Fixed expenses

Manufacturing 5 6,000,000 — — 5 6,000,000

Selling and administrative 5,800,000 — — 5,800,000

Total fixed expenses 511,800,000 — — 511,800,000
Operating income 5 2,000,000 5 200,000 5J 5 2,200,000

Exhibit 5-6
Cordell Company
Comparative Predicted Income
Statements, Contribution-Margin
Technique for Year Ended
December 31, 20X1

Why did we deduct fixed costs in Exhibit 5-6? After all, they are irrelevant because they do
not differ across the alternatives considered in this decision. We included them because manage¬
ment often focuses on the bottom line—operating income. Both the contribution margin and the
operating income increase by $200,000, so we could ignore the fixed costs and come to the same
conclusion. However, management may prefer to see the effect of its decisions on operating
income, so we include the irrelevant fixed costs in the presentation.

Note that our conclusion is that short-run income will increase by $200,000. In this exam¬
ple, we assumed that this special order would neither affect Cordell's regular business nor cause
any additional fixed costs. These assumptions may be appropriate in the short run, but they may
not hold in the long run. Accepting the special order may eventually affect sales to other custom¬

ers, and it may at some time entail additional fixed costs for expanded capacity. If there are any
expected long-run differences between accepting versus not accepting the special order, those
differences should also be incorporated in the analysis.

Making Managerial Decisions

Suppose you are at a meeting of Cordell Company managers
and someone asked the following questions. Some of the
answers given by your colleagues follow:

Q: What will be the change inthe contribution margin if we
accept this order?

A: The contribution margin will increase to $14,000,000.
Q: Inyour analysis (Exhibit 5-6), you show that fixed costs

do not change if we accept the order. Are these costs

relevant?
A: No. Fixed costs are not relevant.
Q: OK. But do incurred fixed costs have an effect on the

bottom line of our company?
A: Certainly. That is why we deduct fixed costs from the

contribution margin to get operating income.
Q: Well, if fixed costs affect the bottom line, how can you

say they are not relevant?

Comment on your colleague's answers, and answer the last
question.

Answer
Your colleague's answer to the first question is technically
incorrect. The question asks for change, not the new total

contribution margin. The correct answer to this question is that
contribution margin will increase by $200,000 (and there¬
fore become $14,000,000 in total). Be careful to differentiate
between terms that imply totals and terms that imply changes.
In this case, $14,000,000 is the answer to "What is the new
total contribution margin if we accept the order?"

Your colleague's responses to the second and third questions
are correct. The fixed costs of Cordell are not relevant for this
particular special order situation. Nevertheless, the bottom
line—operating income—includes all costs and revenues. Do
not confuse this with relevant costs—a term we associated
with this specific decision. Ina decision situation, relevant
costs include only those future costs that differ between alter¬
natives. If a manager wants to know the "bottom line" after
accepting the order, we would need to include the fixed cost.

However, the fixed costs do not affect the difference between
the preorder bottom line and the bottom line after accepting the
order. The difference is the same $200,000 amount by which the
contribution margin increases.
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Incorrect Analysis—Misuse of Unit Cost
Faulty cost analysis sometimes occurs because of misinterpretingunit fixed costs, especially with
an absorption approach. For instance, Cordell's managers might erroneously use the $30 per-
unit total manufacturing cost under the absorption approach ($30,000,000 -f- 1,000,000 units per
Exhibit 5-4) to make the following prediction for the year:

Incorrect Analysis

Without
Special Order

1,000,000 Units

Incorrect Effect of
Special Order
100,000 Units

With
Special Order

1,100,000 Units

Sales $40,000,000 $2,600,000 $42,600,000

Less: Manufacturing cost of
goods sold at $30 30,000,000 3,000,000 33,000,000

Gross margin 10,000,000 (400,000) 9,600,000

Selling and administrative
expenses 8,000,000 — 8,000,000

Operating income $ 2,000,000 $ (400,000) $ 1,600,000

The incorrect prediction of a $3 million increase in costs results from multiplying 100,000
units by $30. The fallacy in this approach is that it treats a fixed cost (fixed manufacturing cost)
as if it were variable. Avoid the mistake of using total unit costs as a basis for predicting how
total costs will behave. Unit costs are useful for predicting variable costs, but can be misleading
when used to predict fixed costs.

Confusion of Variable and Fixed Costs
Consider the relationship between total fixed manufacturing costs and a fixed manufacturing
cost per unit of product (per Exhibit 5-5):

fixed manufacturing cost

per unit of product

total fixed manufacturing costs

some selected volume level as the denominator

$6,000,000

1,000,000 units
= $6 per unit

As we noted in Chapter 1, the typical cost accounting system serves two purposes simultane¬
ously: (1) planning and control and (2) product costing. We can graph the total fixed cost for
planning and control purposes as a lump sum:

o
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c

$6,000,000

Budgetary Control Purpose

500,000 1,000,000

Volume in Units
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For product-costing purposes, however, it is easy to misinterpret the fixed unit manufactur¬
ing cost—to act as if these fixed costs behave as if they are variable costs, which is contrary to

fixed-cost behavior:

$ Ol
X .E

,o|

$6,000,000

Budgetary Control Purpose
ÿ

+

**
* Product-Costing

ÿ

ÿ

Purpose
at $6 per Unit

| 1

Volume in Units

The addition of 100,000 units will not add any fixed costs as long as total output is within the
relevant range. The incorrect analysis, however, includes 100,000X $6 =$600,000 of additional
fixed cost in the predictions of increases in total costs.

Inshort, we should compute the increase inmanufacturingcosts by multiplying 100,000units
by only the variable cost portion of cost, $24, not by $30. The $30 includes a $6 fixed-cost-per-
unit component that will not affect the total manufacturing costs as volume changes within the
relevant range. Alternatively, one way to avoid this misinterpretation is to use the contribution
approach, which does not unitize fixed costs, as illustrated inExhibit 5-6.

Making Managerial Decisions

We have discussed two key lessons so far inthis chapter:
relevant information and misuse of unit costs. We cannot stress

enough how important it is to clearly understand the defini¬
tion and concept of relevant information. Itis also important
to understand why the use of unit fixed costs can lead to an
incorrect analysis.

Suppose you are a manager in a company that makes
small appliances. You are deciding whether to accept or reject
a special order for 1,000 units. (Assume there is sufficient
excess capacity available for the order.)

1. Which of the following costs are relevant: (a) parts for
the order, (b) supervisor's salary, (c) assembly equip¬
ment depreciation, (d) power to operate the assembly
equipment?

2. Suppose the total unit manufacturingcost for the 1,000
units is $100 per unit. We determined this amount by divid¬
ing the total cost by 1,000 units. If the customer decided to

double the order to 2,000 units,which costs listed innum¬
ber 1 would change? Which costs per unit would change?
Would the total cost of the order double?

Answers
1. Relevant costs and revenues are predicted future costs and

revenues that differ among alternative courses of action.
In this case, the cost of parts and power would increase
if management accepts the order, and, thus, they are
relevant. The other costs are fixed costs that would not

change because excess capacity is available.
2. Only the relevant costs, in this case the total variable costs

of parts and power, would change. Doubling production
would cause these costs to double. Incontrast, total fixed
costs would be unaffected. However,the fixed cost per
unit will decrease, whereas the variable cost per unit will
stay the same. For example, fixed supervisory salaries and
assembly equipment depreciation will be divided by 2,000
units instead of by only 1,000 units.Therefore, the per-unit
supervisory cost will decrease while the per-unit cost of
parts and power would stay the same. So, the total cost

per unit would fall, and the total cost of the order would
increase but by less than double the cost of 1,000 units.

Activity-Based Costing, Special Orders, and Relevant Costs
To identify relevant costs affected by a special order (or by other special decisions), many firms
extend their analysis beyond simply identifying fixed and variable costs. As we pointed out in
Chapters 3 and 4, a company's operations include many different activities. Businesses that
have identified all their significant activities and related cost drivers can produce more detailed
relevant information to predict the effects of special orders more accurately.
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Suppose the Cordell Company examined its $24 million of variable manufacturing costs
using activity-based costing (ABC) and identified two significant activities and related cost driv¬
ers: $21 million of processing activity that varies directly with units produced ($14 million in
direct materials, $6 million in direct labor, and $1 million of variable manufacturing overhead)
at a rate of $21 per unit and $3 million of setup activity (the remainder of variable manufactur¬
ing overhead) that varies with the number of production setups. Normally, Cordell produces
2,000 units per setup. Therefore, for processing 1,000,000 units, Cordell has 500 setups at a cost
of $6,000 per setup, which explains the total setup cost of $3 million.Additional sales generally
require a proportional increase in the number of setups.

Now suppose the specialorder is for 100,000units that vary only slightly inproduction speci¬
fications. Instead of the normal 50 setups, Cordell will need only 5 setups for the special order.
So processing 100,000 units will take only $2,130,000 of additional variable manufacturing cost:

Additional unit-based variable manufacturing cost, 100,000 X $21 $2,100,000

Additional setup-based variable manufacturing cost, 5 X $6,000 30,000

Total additional variable manufacturing cost $2,130,000

Insteadof the original estimate of 100,000 X $24 =$2,400,000 additional variable manufac¬
turing cost,ABC shows the special order will costonly $2,130,000,or $270,000 less than the orig¬
inal estimate. Therefore, ABC allows managers to realize that the special order is $270,000 more
profitable than predicted from the simple unit-based assessment of variable manufacturingcost.

A special order may also be more costly than predicted by a simple fixed- and variable-cost
analysis. Suppose the 100,000-unit special order calls for a variety of models and colors deliv¬
ered at various times so that it requires 100 setups. The variable cost of the special order would
be $2.7 million, $300,000 more than the original estimate of $2.4 million:

Additional unit-based variable manufacturing cost, 100,000 X $21 $2,100,000

Additional setup-based variable manufacturing cost, 100X $6,000 600,000

Total additional variable manufacturing cost $2,700,000

ABC systems often provide more detailed and relevant information for special-order deci¬
sions, but the fundamental concepts remain the same—focus your attention on future costs and
revenues that differ because of the special order. Also, be careful to recognize and properly use
terms such as impact, change, and total. The summary problem for your review that follows
gives you more practice at analyzing a special order.

Summary Problem forYour Review
PROBLEM

1. Suppose Nike produces and sells 500,000 units of the LeBron James "Fearless Lion
Edition" basketball shirt. The selling price is $35, and there is excess capacity to pro¬
duce an additional 300,000 shirts. The absorption cost of the shirts is $10,000,000 h-

500,000, or $20 per shirt, consisting of variable manufacturing costs of $7,000,000
($7,000,000 -r- 500,000 or $14 per shirt) and fixed manufacturing costs of $3,000,000
($3,000,000 -5- 500,000 or $6 per shirt). Variable selling and administrative costs are
$3 per shirt, and fixed selling and administrative costs are $2,000,000. Assume Nike
receives an offer from Sports Authority to buy 100,000 shirts at a price of $18.00 per
shirt. IfNike accepts the order it would not incur any additional variable selling and
administrative costs, but it would have to pay a flat fee of $80,000 to the manufacturer's
agent who had obtained the potential order. Should Nike accept the special order?

2. What if the order was for 250,000 units at a selling price of $13.00 and there was no
$80,000 agent's fee? One manager argued for acceptance of such an order as follows:
"Of course, we will lose $1.00 each on the variable manufacturing costs ($13 -$14),
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but we will gain $2.00 per unit by spreading our fixed manufacturingcosts over
750,000 shirts instead of 500,000 shirts. Consequently, we should take the offer because
it represents an advantage of $1.00 per shirt." The manager's analysis follows:

Old fixed manufacturing cost per unit, $3,000,000 h- 500,000 $6.00

New fixed manufacturing cost per unit, $3,000,000 -r 750,000 4.00

"Savings" in fixed manufacturing cost per unit $2.00

Loss on variable manufacturingcost per unit, $13.00 -$14.00 1.00

Net savings per unit in manufacturing cost $1.00

Explain why this is faulty thinking.

SOLUTION
1. Focus on relevant information—the differences in future revenues and costs. In this

problem, in addition to the difference in variable costs, there is a difference in fixed
costs between the two alternatives.

Additional revenue, 100,000 units at $18.00 per shirt $1,800,000

Less:Additional costs

Variable costs, 100,000units at $14 per unit 1,400,000

Fixed costs, agent's fee 80,000

Increase in operating income from special order $ 320,000

So, from a strictly financial perspective, Nike should accept the special order.

2. The faulty thinking comes from attributing a "savings" to the decrease in unit fixed
costs. Regardless of how we "unitize" the fixed manufacturing costs or "spread" them
over the units produced, the special order will not change the total of $3 million.
Remember that we have a negative contribution margin of $1.00 per unit on this special
order. Thus, there is no way we can cover any amount of fixed costs! Fixed costs are not

relevant to this decision.

Basic Principles for Pricing Decisions
One of the major decisions managers face is pricing. Pricing decisions can take many forms in
addition to pricing special orders. For example, managers make the following pricing decisions:

1. Setting the price of a new or refined product
2. Setting the price of products sold under private labels
3. Responding to a new price of a competitor
4. Pricing bids inboth sealed and open bidding situations

Pricing decisions are so important that we will spend the rest of the chapter discussing the
many aspects of pricing. Let us now consider some of the basic concepts behind pricing.

Pricing Under Perfect and Imperfect Competition
Pricing decisions depend on the market characteristics in which a firm operates. In perfect
competition all competing firms sell the same type of product at the same price. Thus, a firm
can sell as much of a product as it can produce, all at a single market price. If it charges more, no
customer will buy. If it charges less, it sacrifices profits. Therefore, every firm in such a market
will charge the market price, and the only decision for managers is how much to produce.

Objective 5

Explain why pricing decisions
depend on the characteristics of
the market.

perfect competition
A market inwhich a firm can
sell as much of a product as
it can produce, all at a single
market price.
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Exhibit 5-7
Marginal Revenue and Cost
in Perfect Competition Marginal Cost

Marginal Revenue = Price

Volume in Units

marginal cost
The additional cost resulting

from producing and selling one
additional unit.

marginal revenue
The additional revenue

resulting from the sale of an
additional unit.

imperfect competition
A market in which the price a

firm charges for a unit influences
the quantity of units it sells.

Exhibit 5-8
Marginal Revenue and Cost
in Imperfect Competition

Although costs do not directly influence prices in perfect competition, they do affect the
production decision. Consider the marginal cost curve in Exhibit 5-7. The marginal cost is the
additional cost resulting from producing and selling one additional unit—for the Grand Canyon
Railway, it's the cost of serving one additional passenger; for General Motors, it's the cost of
producing one additional car. With a fixed set of production facilities, the marginal cost often
decreases as production increases up to a point because of efficiencies created by larger volumes.
At some point, however, marginal costs begin to rise with increases inproduction because facili¬
ties become overcrowded or overused, resulting in inefficiencies.

Exhibit 5-7 also includes a marginal revenue curve. The marginal revenue is the additional
revenue resulting from the sale of an additional unit. In perfect competition, the marginal rev¬
enue curve is a horizontal line equal to the price per unit at all volumes of sales.

As long as the marginal cost is less than the marginal revenue (price), additional production
and sales are profitable. When marginal cost exceeds price, however, the firm loses money on
each additional unit. Therefore, the profit-maximizing volume is the quantity at which marginal
cost equals price. InExhibit 5-7, the firm should produce V0 units. Producing fewer units passes
up profitable opportunities, and producing more units reduces profit because each additional unit
costs more to produce than it generates in revenue.

In imperfect competition, the price a firm charges for a unit influences the quantity of
units it sells. At some point, the firm must reduce prices to generate additional sales. Exhibit 5-8
contains a demand curve (also called the average revenue curve) for imperfect competition that

Price

Marginal Cost

/ Demand - —/ Average Revenue

Marginal Revenue

Vn

Volume in Units
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Profit from
Units Price per Marginal Marginal Production and Sale
Sold Unit Total Revenue Revenue Cost of Additional Unit

10 $50 10X $50 = $500

11 49 11 X 49 = 539 $539- $500= $39 $35 $39- $35= $4

12 48 12 X 48 = 576 576- 539= 37 36 37- 36= 1

13 47 13 X 47 = 611 611 - 576= 35 37 35 - 37 = (2)

Exhibit 5-9
Profit Maximization in
Imperfect Competition

shows the volume of sales at each possible price. To sell additional units, the firm must reduce
the price of all units sold. Therefore, the marginal revenue curve, also shown in Exhibit 5-8,
is below the demand curve. That is, the marginal revenue for selling one additional unit is less
than the price at which the company sells it because the price of all other units falls as well. For
example, suppose a firm can sell 10 units for $50 per unit. However, the firm must drop the price
to $49 per unit to sell 11 units, to $48 to sell 12 units, and to $47 to sell 13 units. The fourth col¬
umn of Exhibit 5-9 shows the marginal revenue for units 11-13.Notice that the marginal revenue
decreases as volume increases.

To estimate marginal revenue, managers must predict the price elasticity—the effect of price elasticity
price changes on sales volume. If small price increases create large volume declines, demand is The effect of price changes on

highly elastic. Ifprices have little or no effect on volume, demand is highly inelastic. sales volume.

For the marginal costs shown in the fifth column of Exhibit 5-9, the optimal production and
sales level is 12 units. The last column of that exhibit illustrates that the eleventh unit adds $4
to profit, and the twelfth adds $1, but production and sale of the thirteenth unit would decrease
profit by $2. Ingeneral, firms should produce and sell units until the marginal revenue equals the
marginal cost, represented by volume V0 in Exhibit 5-8. The optimal price charged will be the
amount that creates a demand for V0 units.

Notice that the marginal cost is relevant for pricing decisions. In managerial accounting,
we often use variable cost as an approximation for marginal cost. What is the major difference
between marginal cost and variable cost? Accountants assume that variable cost is constant

within a relevant range of volume, whereas marginal cost may change with each unit pro¬
duced. Within large ranges of production volume, however, changes in marginal cost are often
small. Therefore, variable cost can be a reasonable approximation of marginal cost in many
situations.

Pricing and Accounting
Accountants seldom compute marginal revenue and marginal cost curves. Instead, they use
estimates based on judgment to predict the effects of additional production and sales on prof¬
its. Inaddition, they examine selected volumes, not the whole range of possible volumes. Such
simplifications are justified because the cost of a more sophisticated analysis would exceed
the benefits.

Consider a division of General Electric (GE) that makes microwave ovens. Suppose mar¬
ket researchers estimate that GE can sell 700,000 ovens at $200 per unit and 1,000,000 ovens at

$180. The variable cost of production is $130 per unit at production levels of both 700,000 and
1,000,000. Both volumes are also within the relevant range so that changes in volume do not

affect fixed costs. Which price should GE charge?
GE's accountant would determine the relevant revenues and costs. Relative to selling

700,000 ovens at $200, the additional revenue and extra costs of selling 1,000,000 ovens at the
$180 price are as follows:

Additional revenue: (1,000,000 X $180)

Additional costs: 300,000 X $130 =

Additional profit

- (700,000 X $200) = $40,000,000

39,000.000

$ 1,000,000
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Objective 6

Identify the factors that influence
pricing decisions in practice.

predatory pricing
Establishing prices so low that

they drive competitors out
of the market. The predatory
pricer then has no significant

competition and can raise prices
dramatically.

discriminatory pricing
Charging different prices to

different customers for the same
product or service.

So the $180 price is optimal since it generates $1,000,000 more profit. On the other hand,
the accountant could compare the total contribution for each alternative:

Notice that comparing the total contributions is essentially the same as computing the addi¬
tional revenues and costs—both use the same relevant information. Further, both approaches
correctly ignore fixed costs, which are unaffected by this pricing decision.

Influences on Pricing in Practice
Several factors interact to shape the market in which managers make pricing decisions. Legal
requirements, competitors' actions, and customer demands all influence pricing.

Legal Requirements
Managers must consider constraints imposedby UnitedStates and international laws when mak¬
ing pricing decisions. These laws often protect consumers, but they also help protect competing
companies from predatory and discriminatory pricing.

Predatory pricing means firms set prices so low that they drive competitors out of the
market, after which the firm faces no significant competition and can raise prices dramatically.
For example, lawsuits have accused Wal-Mart of predatory pricing—selling at low cost to drive
out local competitors. However, in a 4-to-3 vote, the Arkansas Supreme Court ruled in favor of
Wal-Mart. Courts in the UnitedStates have generally ruled that pricing is predatory only if com¬
panies set prices below their average variable cost and actually lose money in order to drive their
competitors out of business.

Discriminatory pricing is charging different prices to different customers for the same
product or service. For example, a large group of retail druggists and big drugstore chains sued
several large drug companies. The drugstores alleged that the drug companies' practice of allow¬
ing discounts—some as large as 40%—to mail-order drug companies, health maintenance orga¬
nizations, and other managed-care entities constitutes discriminatory pricing. However, pricing
is not discriminatory if it reflects a cost differential incurred in providing the good or service.

Both predatory and discriminatory pricing practices are not only illegal but unethical
business practices. Management accountants have an ethical obligation to perform their duties
in accordance with relevant laws and to refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity or
practice that would discredit the profession.

Competitors' Actions
Competitors usually react to the price changes of their rivals. Many companies gather informa¬
tion regarding a rival's capacity, technology, and operating policies. In this way, managers make
more informed predictions of competitors' reactions to a company's prices. The study of game
theory focuses on predicting and reacting to competitors' actions.

A manager's expectations of competitors' reactions and of the overall effects of price changes
on an industry's demand heavily influence pricing policies. For example, an airline might cut

prices even if it expects matchingprice cuts from its rivals,hoping that total customer demand for
the tickets of all airlines will increase sufficiently to offset the reduction in the priceper ticket.

Competition is becoming increasingly global in its scope. Overcapacity in some countries
often causes aggressive pricing policies for a company's exported goods. For example, compa¬
nies might "dump" products by selling them at a low price in a foreign market that is isolated
from its other markets. As you can imagine, when companies' markets expand globally, their
pricing policies become more complex.

Customer Demands
More than ever before, managers are recognizing the needs of customers. Pricing is no
exception. If customers believe a price is too high, they may turn to other sources for the
product, substitute a different product, or decide to produce the item themselves. As the

Contribution at $180: ($180 — $130) X 1,000,000

Contribution at $200: ($200-$130) X 700,000 =

Difference

$50,000,000

49,000,000

$ 1,000,000
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controller for the Grand Canyon Railway states, "... prices charged must be attractive to the
customer." If not, customers can simply drive their own cars to the Grand Canyon or choose
to ride a bus.

Cost-Plus Pricing
Accounting influences pricing by providing costs. The exact role costs play in pricing decisions
depends on both the market conditions and the company's approach to pricing. This section
discusses cost-plus pricing, the most common use of costs in pricing decisions.

What Is Cost-Pius Pricing?
Many managers set prices by "cost-plus" pricing. For example, Grand Canyon Railway sets its
prices by computing an average cost and then adding a desired markup—the amount by which
price exceeds cost—that will generate a desired level of income. The key is how to determine
the "plus" in cost plus. Instead of being a fixed markup, the "plus" will usually depend on both
costs and the demands of customers. For example, a lakeside resort may have a standard price
(the rack rate) that does not change during the year, but it may offer discounts during the slow
winter season.

The most direct case of cost-plus pricing is in industries where revenue is based on cost

reimbursement. Cost-reimbursement contracts generally specify how to measure costs and what
costs are allowable. For example, the U.S. Defense Department has specific rules on reimburs¬
able costs that determine a defense contractor's revenue on military contracts.

Ultimately, in most cases the market sets prices. Why? Because companies inevitably adjust
the price as set by a cost-plus formula "in light of market conditions." The maximum price a
company can charge is the one that does not drive the customer away. The minimum price might
be considered to be zero (for example, companies may give out free samples to gain entry into
a market).

A practical guide is that, in the short run, the minimum price sales personnel should quote
on an order is the marginal cost that the company incurs if it gets the order (in effect its relevant
costs of filling the order)—often all variable costs of producing, selling, and distributing the
good or service. However, in the long run, the price must be high enough to cover all costs,
including fixed costs. Therefore, many companies add an allocation of fixed costs per unit to the
variable cost per unit to get a minimumprice they want to achieve in the long run. They acknowl¬
edge that market conditions sometimes dictate sales at a price lower than this minimum price.
Yet, to continue to produce and sell such a product in the long run, there must be a prospect of
eventually achieving a price at or above the long-run minimum.

Cost Bases for Cost-Pius Pricing
To set a desired price for products or services, managers often add a markup to some measure
of costs—thus, the term cost plus. The size of the "plus" depends on the definition of cost and
the desired operating income. Prices can be based on a host of different markups that are in
turn based on a host of different definitions of cost. Thus, there are many ways to arrive at the
same price.

Exhibit 5-10 displays the relationships of costs to selling prices, assuming a desired operat¬
ing income of $1 million on a volume of 1 million units. The exhibited percentages represent
four popular markup formulas for pricing based on percentages of four different measures of
cost: (1) variable manufacturing costs, (2) total variable costs, (3) total manufacturing cost, and
(4) full costs. Notice that the first two formulas are consistent with the contribution approach
and the latter two are based on absorption costing numbers. Note also that full cost means the
total of all manufacturing costs plus the total of all selling and administrative costs. As noted in
earlier chapters, we use "selling and administrative" to include all value-chain functions other
than production.

To achieve the same prices, the percentages in Exhibit 5-10 differ for each definition of cost.

For instance, the markup on variable manufacturing costs is 66.67%, and on full costs it is only
5.26%. Regardless of the formula used, the decision maker setting prices will be led toward the
same $20 price. If the decision maker is unable to obtain such a price consistently, the company
will not achieve its goal of $1 million in operating income.

markup
The amount by which price
exceeds cost.

Objective 7

Compute a sales price by various
methods, and compare the advan¬
tages and disadvantages of these
methods.

full cost
The total of all manufacturing
costs plus the total of all selling
and administrative costs.
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Exhibit 5-10
Relationships of Costs to
Same Target Selling Price

Alternative Markup Percentages
to Achieve Same Sales Price

Sales price $20.00

Variable cost:

(1) Manufacturing $12.00 ($20.00 -$12.00) h- $12.00 =66.67%

Selling and administrative* 1.10

(2) Unit variable costs $13.10 ($20.00 — $13.10) h- $13.10 = 52.67%

Fixed costs:

Manufacturing1 $ 3.00

Selling and administrative 2.90

Unit fixed costs $ 5.90

(4) Full costs $19.00 ($20.00 -$19.00) - $19.00 =5.26%

Desired operating income $ 1.00

"Selling and administrative costs include costs of all value-chain functions other than production.
f(3) A frequently used formula is based on total manufacturing costs: [$20.00 - ($12.00 + $3.00)] +$15.00 =33.33%.

We have seen that managers can base prices on various types of cost information, from variable
manufacturing costs to full costs. Each of these costs can be relevant to the pricing decision.
Each approach has advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages of the Contribution Approach in Cost-Pius Pricing
Prices based on variable costs represent a contribution approach to pricing. When used
intelligently, the contribution approach has some advantages over the total-manufacturing-
cost and full-cost approaches because the latter two often fail to highlight different cost

behavior patterns.
The contribution approach offers more detailed information because it displays variable-

and fixed-cost behavior patterns separately. Because the contribution approach is sensitive to

cost-volume-profit relationships, it is a helpful basis for developing pricing formulas. As a result,
this approach allows managers to prepare price schedules at different volume levels.

The correct analysis in Exhibit 5-11 shows how changes in volume affect operating income.
The contribution approach helps managers with pricing decisions by readily displaying the inter¬
relationships among variable costs, fixed costs, and potential changes in selling prices.

In contrast, pricing with full costing presumes a given volume level. When the volume
changes, the unit cost used at the original planned volume may mislead managers. Managers
sometimes erroneously assume that they can compute the change in total costs by multiplying
any change in volume by the full unit cost.

Correct Analysis Incorrect Analysis

Volume in units 900,000 1,000,000 1,100,000 900,000 1,000,000 1,100,000

Sales at $20.00 $18,000,000 $20,000,000 $22,000,000 $18,000,000 $20,000,000 $22,000,000

Unit variable costs at $13.10* 11,790,000 13,100,000 14,410,000

Contribution margin 6,210,000 6,900,000 7,590,000

Fixed costs1 5,900,000 5,900,000 5,900,000

Full costs at $19.00* 17,100,000 19,000,000 20,900,000

Operating income $ 310,000 $ 1,000,000 $ 1,690,000 $ 900,000 $ 1,000,000 $ 1,100,000

"From Exhibit 5-10.
tFixed manufacturing costs

Fixed selling and administrative costs

Total fixed costs

$3,000,000
2,900,000

$5,900,000

Exhibit 5-11
Analyses of Effects of Changes in Volume on Operating Income
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The incorrect analysis inExhibit 5-11 shows how using the $19 full cost per unit (based on a
volume of 1,000,000units from Exhibit 5-10) to predict effects of volume changes on operating
income can mislead managers. Suppose a manager incorrectly uses the $19 figure to predict an
operating income of $900,000 if the company sells 900,000 instead of 1,000,000units. However,
since the correct analysis predicts operating income of $310,000, the manager may be stunned
by the actual results—and possibly be looking for a new job. Notice the only volume where the
incorrect analysis is actually appropriate is at the 1 million unit volume level, which is also the
only volume where the $19 full cost per unit is valid.

The contribution approach also offers insight into the short-run versus long-run effects of
cutting prices on special orders. For example, recall the 100,000unit special order at a lower than
normal selling price ($26 versus $40) for Cordell Company displayed in Exhibit 5-6 (page 205).
As you saw earlier, the contribution approach generated the most relevant information, showing
that accepting this special order yielded a short-run advantage of $200,000.

However, the manager should also consider long-run effects. Will acceptance of the
offer undermine the long-run price structure? In other words, is the short-run advantage
of $200,000 more than offset by highly probable long-run financial disadvantages? The man¬
ager may think so and, thus, reject the offer. But—and this is important—by doing so the
manager is, in effect, forgoing $200,000 now to protect certain long-run market advantages.
Generally, the manager can assess problems of this sort by asking whether the probabil¬
ity of long-run benefits is worth an "investment" equal to the forgone contribution margin
($200,000, in this case). Under full-cost approaches, the manager must ordinarily conduct
a one-time special study to find the short-run effects of a volume increase associated with a
special order. Under the contribution approach, the manager has a system that will routinely
provide such information.

Advantages of Absorption-Cost Approaches in Cost-Pius Pricing
Frequently, companies do not employ a contribution approach because they fear that managers
will indiscriminately substitute variable costs for full costs and will, therefore, lead to suicidal
price cutting. This problem should not arise if managers use the data wisely. However, if top
managers perceive a pronounced danger of underpricing when they disclose variable-cost data,
they may justifiably prefer an absorption-cost approach (either total manufacturing costs or full
costs) for guiding pricing decisions.

Actually, in practice more companies use absorption cost than the contribution approach.
Why? In addition to the reasons we have already mentioned, managers have cited the
following:

1. In the long run, a firm must recover all costs to stay inbusiness. Additionally, fixed costs

eventually fluctuate as volume changes (all costs are variable in the long run, even if
some are fixed in the short run). Therefore, it is prudent to emphasize the absorption-cost
approach over the contribution approach.

2. Computing prices based on absorption cost may indicate what competitors might charge,
especially if they have approximately the same level of efficiency as you and also aim to

recover all costs in the long run.
3. Absorption-cost formula pricing meets the cost-benefit test. It is too expensive to conduct

individual cost-volume analyses for the many products (sometimes thousands) that a
company offers.

4. There is much uncertainty about the shape of demand curves and the correct price-
output decisions. Absorption-cost pricing copes with this uncertainty by not encouraging
managers to take too much marginal business.

5. Absorption-cost pricing tends to promote price stability. Managers prefer price stability,
primarily because it makes planning more dependable.

6. Absorption-cost pricing provides the most defensible basis for justifying prices to all
interested parties, including government antitrust regulators.

7. Absorption-cost pricing provides convenient reference points to simplify hundreds or
thousands of pricing decisions.
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Using Multiple Approaches
To say that either a contribution approach or an absorption-cost approach provides the "best"
guide to pricing decisions is a dangerous oversimplification of one of the most perplexing issues
in business. Lack of understanding and judgment can lead to unprofitable pricing regardless of
the kind of cost data available or cost accounting system used.

No single method of pricing is always best. Many companies use both full-cost and vari¬
able-cost information in pricing decisions. Modern accounting systems, such as ERP systems,
often identify variable and fixed costs, producing both full-cost and variable-cost information.
This allows assessment of both short-run and long-run effects. In contrast, most older systems
focus on absorption-cost and do not organize their data collection to distinguish between variable
and fixed costs. When using such older systems, managers must use special studies or educated
guesses to designate costs as variable or fixed.

Managers are especially reluctant to focus on variable costs and ignore allocated fixed costs

when their performance evaluations, and possibly their bonuses, are based on income shown in
published financial statements. Why? Because companies base such statements on absorption
costing, and thus allocations of fixed costs affect reported income.

Formats for Pricing
Exhibit 5-10 showed how to compute alternative general markup percentages that would pro¬
duce the same selling prices if used day after day. Inpractice, the format and arithmetic of quote
sheets, job proposals, or similar records vary considerably.

Exhibit 5-12 is from an actual quote sheet used by the manager of a small job shop that bids
on welding machinery orders in a highly competitive industry. The approach in Exhibit 5-12 is
a tool for making informed pricing decisions. Notice that the maximum price is not a matter of

688?32£ 2014/02/24 176.58.67.31

cost at all. It is what you think you can obtain. The minimum price is the total variable cost.

The manager will rarely bid the minimum price. Businesses do need to make a profit. Still,
the manager wants to know the effect of ajob on the company's total variable costs. Occasionally,
a company will bid near or even below that minimum price to establish a presence in new mar¬
kets or with a new customer, especially when the company expects to receive cost reductions in
the future or when the new product is tied to other products that generate profits for the firm, as
in the Business First box on page 217 regarding Microsoft's Xbox 360.

Note that Exhibit 5-12 classifies costs specifically for the pricing task. More than one per¬
son may make pricing decisions in a particular company. The accountant's responsibility is to

prepare an understandable format that requires a minimum of computations. Exhibit 5-12 com¬
bines direct labor and variable manufacturing overhead. It lumps together all fixed costs—
whether manufacturing, selling, or administrative—and applies them to the job using a single
fixed-overhead rate per direct-labor hour. If the company wants more accuracy, it could formu¬
late many more detailed cost items and overhead rates. To obtain the desired accuracy, many
companies are turning to activity-based costing.

Some managers, particularly in construction and in service industries (such as auto

repair), compile separate categories of costs of (1) direct materials, parts, and supplies and
(2) direct labor. These managers then use different markup rates for each category. They

Exhibit 5-12
Quote Sheet for Pricing Direct materials, at cost $25,000

Direct labor and variable manufacturing overhead, 600 direct-labor hours x $30 per hour 18,000
Sales commission (varies with job) 2,000

Total variable costs— minimum price* 45,000
Add fixed costs allocated to job, 600 direct-labor hours x $20 per hour 12,000

Total costs 57,000
Add desired markup 30,000
Selling price— maximum price that you think you can obtain* $87,000

*This sheet shows two prices, maximum and minimum. Any amount you can get above the minimum price provides contribution margin.



Xbox 360 Pricing
Despite all the hype surrounding the Xbox 360 video game con¬

sole in May of 2005, Microsoft didn't initially make any money
on the machine itself.A tear-down analysis by market researcher
iSuppli of the high-end Xbox 360 found that the materials
(e.g., hard drive, computer chip, cables, etc.) cost Microsoft $525
before assembly. The console initially sold at retail for $399,
for a loss of $ 1 26 per unit. iSuppli analyst Chris Crotty said
efficiency gains would shave $50 off chip costs, which, with
other reductions over time, would get Microsoft closer to

breakeven. Microsoft expected that, including sales of its own

game software, the Xbox line would start out "gross margin
neutral"—breakeven—and would eventually turn a profit.

Microsoft continued this low-price strategy by reducing
the price of its Xbox 360 Arcade system to less than $200
in 2008. As a result, Asian shipments of the Xbox in October
2008 grew by 53% compared to the prior month. Microsoft
officials claim "...what is really driving our growth momen¬
tum right now is how we are broadening our consumer base
to include not only hardcore gamers but also individuals
who would have previously not thought about buying a game

console." Microsoft also commented that "...current ship¬
ment volumes had reached such high levels that the company
could afford to depend on volume to rake in a profit despite
the lower prices." This pricing strategy also boosted company
profits from related software-game sales, additional equip¬
ment, and internet products for the Xbox, which is consistent
with its fundamental claim that "Microsoft is a software com¬
pany at heart, and we will continue to work with our partners
and by ourselves to develop new software for the market."
In fact, for calendar year 201 I, Microsoft reported that the
Xbox 360 was the fastest-growing console in the United
States, with an industry-leading $6.7 billion in sales (more
than $2.1 billion on consoles and $4.6 billion on games and
accessories). The firm also reported more than 66 million
Xbox 360 consoles and 16 million Kinect sensors sold world¬
wide, and almost 40 million Xbox Live memberships.

Sources: Adapted from Paul Lilly, "Xbox 360 Sales Smoked the Competition
in 201 I, Microsoft Says," MAXIMUMPC, January 13, 2012; Reuters, "Microsoft
Eyes '09 Market-Beating Xbox Sales," December 1 7, 2008; Arik Kesseldahl, "For
Every Xbox, A Big Fat Loss," Business Week, December 5, 2005,

use these rates to provide enough revenue to cover both indirect and unallocated costs and
operating profit. For example, an automobile repair shop might have the following format for
each job:

Billed to
Customers

Auto parts ($200 cost plus 40% markup) $280

Direct labor (Cost is $20 per hour. Bill at 300% to recover indirect and unallocated 600
costs and provide for operating profit. Billing rate is $20 X 300% =$60 per hour.
Total billed for 10 hours is $60 X 10= $600.)

Total billed to customer $880

Another example is an Italian printing company in Milan that wants to price its jobs so
that each one generates a margin of 28% of revenues—14% to cover selling and administra¬
tive expenses and 14% for profit. To achieve this margin, the manager uses a pricing formula of
140%times predictedmaterials cost plus €25 per hour of production time. The latter covers labor
and overhead costs of €18 per hour. For a product with €400 of materials cost and 30 hours of
production time, the price would be €1,310:

Cost Price Margin

Materials €400 € 560 €160

Labor and overhead 540 750 210

Total €940 €1,310 €370

The margin of €370 is approximately 40% of the cost of €940 and 28% of the price of €1,310.
You can see there are numerous ways to determine selling prices. However, some general

words of caution are appropriate here. Managers are better able to understand their options and
the effects of their decisions on profits if they know their costs. That is, it is more informative to

pinpoint costs first, before adding markups, than to have a variety of markups already embedded
in the "costs" used as guides for setting selling prices. For example, if materials cost $1,000,
a price quotation guide should show them at $1,000, not at, for example, a marked-up $1,400
because that is what the seller hopes to receive.
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Summary Problem forYour Review
PROBLEM
Custom Graphics is a Chicago printing company that bids on a wide variety of design and
printing jobs. The owner of the company, Janet Solomon, prepares the bids for most jobs.
Her cost budget for 20X1 follows:

Materials $ 350,000

Labor 250,000

Overhead

Variable $300,000

Fixed 150,000 450,000

Total production cost of jobs 1,050,000

Selling and administrative expenses*

Variable $ 75,000

Fixed 125,000 200,000

Total costs $1,250,000

*These expenses include costs of all value-chain functions other than production.

Solomon has a target profit of $250,000 for 20X1.
Compute the average target markup percentage for setting prices as a percentage of the

following:

1. Materials plus labor
2. Variable production cost of jobs (assume labor is a variable-cost resource)
3. Total production cost of jobs
4. All variable costs

5. All costs

SOLUTION
The purpose of this problem is to emphasize that many different approaches to pricing might be
used that would achieve the same selling price. To achieve $250,000 ofprofit, the desired revenue
for 20X1 is $1,250,000 +$250,000 =$1,500,000. The required markup percentages are as follow:

($1,500,000 - $600,000)
1. Percent of materials and labor —---— 150%

$600,000

„ . . ($1,500,000 - $900,000) _
n/2. Percent of variable production cost of obs =---= 66.7%F J $900,000

„ , . , ($1,500,000 - $1,050,000)
3. Percent of total production cost of lobs =---= 42.9%F J $1,050,000

($1,500,000 - $975,000)
4. Percent of all variable costs =---= 53.8%

$975,000

($1,500,000 - $1,250,000)
5. Percent of all costs —---———-— 20%

$1,250,000
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Target Costing
The pricing approaches so far have all developed a price based on measures of costs. Another
approach to the relationship between costs and prices is to take a product's market price as given
and determine the maximum cost the company can spend to make the product and still achieve
the desired profitability. We call this target costing.

Consider a company that is deciding whether to develop and market a new product. Inevalu¬
ating the feasibility of the new product, management must predict both the cost to produce the
productand the price at which itwill sell. The degree to which management actions can affect price
and cost determines the most effective approach to use for pricing and cost management purposes.
Companiesusecost-pluspricingfor productswhere managementactions (forexample,advertising)
can influence the market price. Although cost management is important in this case, there is a
strong focus on marketing and the revenue side of the profit equation.

But what if the market conditions are such that management cannot influence prices? If a
company is to achieve management's desired profit, it must focus on the product's cost. What
management needs is an effective tool to reduce costs without reducing value to the customer.

A growing number of companies faced with this situation are adopting target costing. Based on
the product's predicted price and the company's desired profit, managers set a desired, or target,
cost before creating or even designing the product. Managers must then design the product and
manufacturing process so that the product's cost does not exceed its target cost. Why focus on
the product design phase? Because the design affects a vast majority of costs. For example,
the design of the product and the associated production process largely determines the costs of
resources, such as new machinery, materials, parts, and even future refinements. It is not easy
to reduce these costs once production begins. So, the emphasis of target costing is on proactive,
up-front planning throughout every activity of the new-product development process.

Target Costing and New Product Development
Exhibit 5-13 shows a real company's target costing process for a new product. Based on the exist¬
ing technology and related cost structure, the new product has three parts, requires direct labor,
and has four types of indirect costs. The first step in the target-costing process is to determine
the market price. The market sets this price. So why does management have to determine it?

Objective 8

Use target costing to decide
whether to add a new product.

target costing
Taking a product's market price
as given and determining the
maximum cost the company
can spend to make the product
and still achieve the desired
profitability.

Target Cost Analysis

Gross
Margin
(Set by

Management)

Target
Product

Cost
(Price - Gross

Margin)

Existing
Cost

Structure

Cost Reduction Methods

• Value Engineering
(During design and development)

• Kaizen Costing
(During production)

• Activity-Based Management
(During all stages of product life)

Target
Cost

Structure

Part A

PartC

Direct
Labor

Indirect
Cost 2

Indirect
Cost 3

Indirect
Cost 4

*Each indirect cost is associated with an indirect activity. Indirect Cost 1 was eliminated in the cost reduction process.

Exhibit 5-13
The Target Costing Process
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value engineering
A cost-reduction technique,

used primarily during design,
that uses information about
all value-chain functions to

satisfy customer needs while
reducing costs.

kaizen costing
The Japanese term for con¬

tinuous improvement during
manufacturing.

Remember that the product is new and has not actually been on the market. So, management has
to estimate what the market will pay for the product. There are several tools, such as market focus
group studies and surveys, that a firm can use to determine this price. Management also sets a
desired gross margin for the new product. The market price less the gross margin is the target cost

for the new product. The company determines the existing cost structure for the product by build¬
ing up costs on an individual component level. This product has two components. Component 1
consists of parts A and B. Component 2 is part C. Both components and the final assembly use
direct labor. Finally, the activities necessary to plan and process the product create indirect costs.

Marketing plays a large role in target costing. Market research in the early planning stages
guides the whole product development process by supplying information about customer demands
and requirements. One of the key characteristics of successful target costing is a strong empha¬
sis on understanding customer demands. Many companies actively seek customer input on the
design of product features. Then, they compare the cost of each feature to its value to determine
whether to add it to the product. For example, one of Boeing's customers wanted heated floors in
its airplanes. However, the cost of the heated floors was too high, and the customer reconsidered.

In the example in Exhibit 5-13, the existing cost is too large to generate the desired profit.
Does this mean that the new product is not feasible? Not necessarily. A cross-functional team

consisting of engineers, sales personnel, key suppliers, and accountants now must determine if
the company can implement cost reductions large enough to meet the target cost. Inthe example
in Exhibit 5-13, the company reduced the cost of parts by changing the design of the product
so that it could use part C in place of part B.The company also asked suppliers of parts A and
C to reduce their costs. Design and process engineers were also able to eliminate the activity
that generated one type of indirect cost (Indirect Cost 1). These cost reductions resulted from
value engineering—a cost-reduction technique, used primarily during the design stage, that
uses information about all value-chain functions to satisfy customer needs while reducing costs.

Intotal, the planned cost reductions were adequate to reduce costs to the target.
Not all the reductions in cost have to take place before production begins. For example, kaizen

costing is the Japanese term for continuous improvement during manufacturing. How do companies
apply kaizen costing? They establish kaizen goals each year as part of the planning process. Examples
includethe continual reduction insetup andprocessing times due to increased employee familiarity with
the procedure. Intotal, target costing during design andkaizen costing during manufacturing may allow
the firm to achieve the target cost over the product's life,even if initialcost predictions look too high.

Underlying these cost-reduction methods is the need for accurate cost information. Activity-
based costing often provides this information. Companies can then use activity-based management
(ABM) to identify and eliminate non-value-added activities, waste, and their related costs. ABM is
applied throughout both the design and manufacturing stages of the product's life. For examples of
how accountants are usingABC and ABM in target costing, see the Business Firstbox on page 221.

Illustration of Target Costing
Consider the target-costing system used by ITTAutomotive—one of the world's largest auto¬

motive suppliers. The company designs, develops, and manufactures a broad range of products
including brake systems, electric motors, and lamps. Also, the company is the worldwide market
leader in antilock braking systems (ABS), producing 20,000 such systems per day.

What pricing approach does ITT Automotive use for the ABS? The pricing process starts

when one of ITT's customers, for example Mercedes-Benz, sends an invitation to bid. The
market for brake systems is so competitive that very little variance exists in the prices companies
can ask (bid). ITT then forms a target-costing group and charges it with determining whether the
price and costs allow for enough of a profit margin. This group includes engineers, management
accountants, and sales personnel. Factors the group considers in their determination include
competitor pricing, inflation rates, interest rates, and potential cost reductions during both the
design (value engineering) and production (kaizen costing) stages of the ABS product life. ITT
purchases many of the component parts that make up the ABS. Thus, the target-costing group
works closely with suppliers. After making product and process design improvements and
receiving commitments from suppliers, the company has the cost information needed to decide
whether the bid price will provide the required profit margin.

The target-costing system has worked well at ITT Automotive. The company's bid for the
ABS resulted in Mercedes-Benz U.S. International selecting ITT Automotive as the developer
and supplier of ABS for the automaker's M-Class All-Activity Vehicle.



Target Costing, ABC, and the Role of Management Accounting
The Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing—International
defines target costing as a set of management tools that
(I) guide design and planning activities for new products,
(2) provide a basis for controlling subsequent operational
phases, and (3) ensure that products achieve their profitability
targets. Many companies use target costing together with an
ABC system. ABC provides data on the costs of the various
activities needed to produce the product. Knowing the costs

of activities allows product and production process designers
to predict the effects of their designs on the product's cost.

Target costing essentially takes activity-based costs and uses
them for strategic product decisions.

For example, Culp, a North Carolina manufacturer of
furniture upholstery fabrics and mattress fabrics, uses tar¬

get costing and ABC to elevate cost management into one

of the most strategically important areas of the firm. Culp
found that 80% of its product costs are predetermined at the
design stage, but earlier cost control efforts had focused only
on the other 20%. By shifting cost management efforts to the
design stage and getting accurate costs of the various activities
involved in production, cost management at Culp evolved into
a process of cutting costs when engineers design a product,
not identifying costs that are out of line after the production
is complete.

A basic goal of target costing is to reduce costs before
they occur. After all, once a company has incurred costs, it
cannot change them. Such a strategy is especially important
when product life cycles are short. Because most product
life cycles are shrinking, use of target costing is expanding.
Target costing focuses on reducing costs in the product
design and development stages—when costs can really

be affected. For example, target costing heavily influenced
Boeing's pricing of specialized design features in its planes,
and Procter & Gamble's CEO credits target costing for
helping eliminate costs that could cause managers to price
products too high for the market to bear. According to Ron
Gallaway, CFO of Micrus Semiconductors (now part of
NXP Semiconductors), "The design process is where you
can truly leverage [reduce] your costs."

What role does management accounting play in target
costing? At Micrus, management accountants are respon¬
sible for setting final target costs for all components and
processes. One survey reports that 86% of companies using
target costing take data directly from their cost systems to

estimate product costs during product design. At Eastman
Kodak, management accountants were a vital part of the
cross-functional team that implemented target costing. This
team included design and manufacturing engineers, procure¬
ment, and marketing, as well as management accounting.
Peter Zampino, director of research at the Consortium for
Advanced Manufacturing—International, stated, "It's like any¬
thing else; if finance doesn't bless the numbers, they won't
have the credibility throughout the organization."

Sources: Adapted from R. Banham, "Off Target," CFO, May 2000; M. Kocakulah
and A.D. Austill, "Product Development and Cost Management Using Target
Costing: A Discussion and Case Analysis," Journal Of Business and Economics
Research, February, 2006, pp. 61-72; D. Swensen, S. Anasri, J. Bell, and I. Kim,

"Best Practices in Target Costing," Management Accounting Quarterly, Winter,
2003, pp. 12-17; G. Boer and J. Ettlie, "Target Costing Can Boost Your Bottom
Line," Strategic Finance, July 1999, pp. 49-52; J. Brausch, "Target Costing for
Profit Enhancement," Management Accounting, November 1 994, pp. 45—49; G.
Hoffman, "Future Vision," Grocery Marketing, March 1 994, p. 6.

Target Costing and Cost-Pius Pricing Compared
Successful companies understand the market inwhich they operate and use the most appropriate
pricing approach. To see how target costing and cost-plus pricing can lead to different decisions,
suppose that ITTAutomotive receives an invitation from Ford to bid on the ABS to be used ina
new model car.

Assume the following data apply:

• The specifications contained in Ford's invitation lead to an estimated current manufacturing
cost (component parts, direct labor, and manufacturing overhead) of $154.

• ITT Automotive had a desired gross margin rate of 30% on sales, which means that actual
cost should make up 70% of the price.

• Highly competitive market conditions exist and have established a sales price of $200 per unit.

IfITThad used cost-plus pricing to bidon the ABS, the bidprice would be $154 -f- .7=$220.
Ford would most likely reject this bid because others are likely to bid $200. ITT Automotive's
pricing approach would lead to a lost opportunity.

Suppose that managers at ITT Automotive recognize that market conditions dictate a set
price of $200. IfITTused a target-costing system, what would be its pricing decision? The target
cost is $140 (that is, $200 X .7) so a required cost reduction of $14 per unit is necessary. The
target-costing group would work with product and process engineers and suppliers to determine
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if they could reduce the average unit cost by $14 over the product's life.Note that it is not neces¬
sary to get costs down to the $140 target cost before production begins if the company expects
additional cost reductions during the production period. For example, an initial unit cost of $145
is acceptable if continuous improvement over the product's life will result in an additional $5 of
cost reductions. If the managers receive commitments for cost reductions, they will decide to bid
$200 per unit. Note that if ITTAutomotive wins the bid, it must carry through with its focus on
cost management throughout the life of the product.

Target costing originated in Japan and is a common practice there. However, a growing
number of companies now use it worldwide, including Boeing, Eastman Kodak, Honda of
America, Mercedes-Benz, Procter & Gamble, and Caterpillar, as well as ITTAutomotive.
Even some hospitals use target costing.

Why the increasing popularity of target costing? With increased global competition inmany
industries, companies are increasingly limited in influencing market prices. Cost management
then becomes the key to profitability. Target costing forces managers to focus on costs to achieve
the desired profits.

Highlights to Remember
I. Discriminate between relevant and irrelevant information for making decisions. To be

relevant to a particular decision, a cost (or revenue) must meet two criteria: (1) It must be an expected future
cost (or revenue), and (2) it must have an element of difference between the alternative courses of action.

2. Apply the decision process to make business decisions. All managers make business
decisions based on some decision process. The best processes help decision making by focusing the
manager's attention on relevant information.

3. Construct absorption and contribution-margin income statements, and identify their
relevance for decision making. The major difference between the absorption and contribution
approaches for the income statement is that the contribution approach focuses on cost behavior (fixed
and variable), whereas the absorption approach reports costs by business functions (manufacturing
versus nonmanufacturing). The contribution approach makes it easier for managers to evaluate the
effects of changes involume on income and thus is well suited for shorter-run decision making.

4. Decide to accept or reject a special order using the contribution-margin approach.
Decisions to accept or reject a special sales order should use the contribution-margin technique and
focus on the additional revenues and additional costs of the order.

5. Explain why pricing decisions depend on the characteristics of the market. Market
demand and supply, the degree of competition, and marginal revenue and marginal cost concepts
impact market price and must be incorporated into any pricing decision.

6. Identify the factors that influence pricing decisions in practice. Market conditions, the law,
customers, competitors,and costs influencepricingdecisions. The degree that management actions can affect
price and cost determines the most effective approach to use for pricing and cost-management purposes.

7. Compute a sales price by various methods, and compare the advantages and
disadvantages of these methods. Companies use cost-plus pricing for products when manage¬
ment actions can influence the market price. They can add profit markups to a variety of cost bases
including variable manufacturing costs, all variable costs, full manufacturing costs, or all costs. The
contribution approach to pricing has the advantage of providing detailed cost behavior information that
is consistent with cost-volume-profit analysis.

8. Use target costing to decide whether to add a new product. When market conditions are
such that management cannot significantly influence prices, companies must focus on cost control and
reduction. They use target costing primarily for new products, especially during the design phase of
the value chain. They deduct a desired target margin from the market-established price to determine
the target cost. Cost management then focuses on controlling and reducing costs over the product's life
cycle to achieve that target cost.
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absorption approach, p. 202
absorption costing, p. 202
contribution approach, p. 203
decision model, p. 200
discriminatory pricing, p. 212
full cost, p. 213
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markup, p. 213
perfect competition, p. 209

predatory pricing, p. 212
price elasticity, p. 211
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target costing, p. 219
value engineering, p. 220

Fundamental Assignment Material_ MyAccountingLab

5-AI Straightforward Income Statements
The Liberty Company had the following manufacturing data for the year 2012 (in thousands of dollars):

Beginning and ending inventories None

Direct material used $410

Direct labor 330

Supplies 25

Utilities—variable portion 42

Utilities—fixed portion 17

Indirect labor—variable portion 93

Indirect labor—fixed portion 51

Depreciation 215

Property taxes 18

Supervisory salaries 59

Selling expenses were $296,000 (including $76,000 that were variable) and general administrative
expenses were $149,000 (including $21,000 that were variable). Sales were $2.5 million.

Direct labor and supplies are regarded as variable costs.

1. Prepare two incomestatements, one using the contribution approach and one using the absorption
approach.

2. Suppose that all variable costs fluctuate directly in proportion to sales and that fixed costs are
unaffected over a very wide range of sales. What would operating income have been if sales had
been $2.3 million instead of $2.5 million? Which income statement did you use to help obtain
your answer? Why?

5-A2 Special Order
Consider the following details of the income statement of the McGregor Pen Company (MPC) for the
year ended December 31, 20X0:

Sales $15,900,000

Less cost of goods sold 9,450,000

Gross margin or gross profit $ 6,450,000

Less selling and administrative expenses 4,350,000

Operating income $ 2,100,000

MPC's fixed manufacturing costs were $3.6 million and its fixed selling and administrative costs
were $3.3 million. Sales commissions of 3% of sales are included in selling and administrative
expenses.

The division had produced and sold 3 million pens. Near the end of the year, Pizza Hut offered
to buy 140,000 pens on a special order. To fill the order, a special Pizza Hut logo would have to be
added to each pen. Pizza Hut intended to use the pens for special promotions in an eastern city during
early 20X1.
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Even though MPC had some idle plant capacity, the president rejected the Pizza Hut offer of
$610,400 for the 140,000pens. He said,

The Pizza Hut offer is too low. We'd avoidpaying sales commissions, hut we'd have to incur an
extra cost of$.35perpen to add the logo. IfMPCsells below its regular sellingprices, it will begin
a chain reaction of competitors'price cutting and ofcustomers wanting special deals. Ibelieve
inpricing at no lower than 8% above ourfull costs of $13,800,000+3,000,000 units — $4.60per
unitplus the extra $.35perpen less the savings in commissions.

1. Using the contribution-margin technique, prepare an analysis similar to that in Exhibit 5-6 on
page 205. Use four columns: without the special order, the effect of the special order (one column
total and one column per unit), and totals with the special order.

2. By what percentage would operating income increase or decrease if the order had been accepted?
Do you agree with the president's decision? Why?

5-A3 Formulas for Pricing
Gavin Petrosino, a building contractor, builds houses in tracts, often building as many as 20 homes
simultaneously. Petrosino has budgeted costs for an expected number of houses in 20X0 as follows:

Direct materials $ 3,000,000

Direct labor 2,000,000

Job construction overhead 2,500,000

Cost of jobs $ 7,500,000

Selling and administrative costs 4,500,000

Total costs $12,000,000

The job construction overhead includes approximately $1,500,000 of fixed costs, such as the
salaries of supervisors and depreciation on equipment. The selling and administrative costs include
$2,250,000 of variable costs, such as sales commissions and bonuses that depend fundamentally on
overall profitability.

Petrosino wants an operating income of $1.2 million for 20X0.
Compute the average target markup percentage for setting prices as a percentage of the following:

1. Direct materials plus direct labor
2. The full "cost of jobs"
3. The variable "cost of jobs"
4. The full "cost of jobs" plus selling and administrative costs

5. The variable "cost of jobs" plus variable selling and administrative costs

5-A4 Target Costing
Dan's Discount Corporation uses target costing to aid in the final decision to release new products
to production. A new product is being evaluated. Market research has surveyed the potential market
for this product and believes that its unique features will generate a total demand over the product's
life of 65,000 units at an average price of $380. The target costing team has members from market
research, design, accounting, and production engineering departments. The team has worked closely
with key customers and suppliers. A value analysis of the product has determined that the total cost
for the various value-chain functions using the existing process technology are as follows:

Value-Chain Function Total Cost over Product Life

Research and development $ 2,100,000

Design 250,000

Manufacturing (40% outsourced to suppliers) 5,000,000

Marketing 1,400,000

Distribution 1,500,000

Customer service 3,070,000

Total cost over product life $13,320,000

Management has a target contribution to profit percentage of 50% of sales. This contribution
provides sufficient funds to cover corporate support costs, taxes, and a reasonable profit.
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1. Should the new product be released to production? Explain.
2. Approximately 40% of manufacturing costs for this product consists of materials and parts that

are purchased from suppliers. Key suppliers on the target-costing team have suggested process
improvements that will reduce supplier cost by 15%. Should the new product be released to
production? Explain.

3. New process technology can be purchased at a cost of $220,000 that will reduce non-outsourced
manufacturing costs by 30%. Assuming the supplier's process improvements and new process
technology are implemented, should the new product be released to production? Explain.

5-BI Contribution and Absorption Income Statements
The following information is taken from the records of the Zealand Manufacturing Company for the
year ending December 31, 2012. There were no beginning or ending inventories.

Sales $14,000,000 Long-term rent, factory $ 85,000

Sales commissions 470,000

Advertising 430,000 Factory superintendent's salary 31,000

Shipping expenses 320,000 Factory supervisors' salaries 105,000

Direct materials used 3,500,000

Administrative executive salaries 100,000 Direct labor 1,700,000

Cuttingbits used 53,000

Administrative clerical salaries (variable) 370,000 Factory methods research 42,000

Abrasives for machining 99,000

Fire insurance on factory equipment 4,000 Indirect labor 950,000

Property taxes on factory equipment 26,000 Depreciation on factory equipment 430,000

1. Prepare a contribution income statement and an absorption income statement. If you are indoubt
about any cost behavior pattern, decide on the basis of whether the total cost in question will
fluctuate substantially over a wide range of volume. Prepare a separate supporting schedule of
indirect manufacturing costs subdivided between variable and fixed costs.

2. Suppose that all variable costs fluctuate directly in proportion to sales, and that fixed costs are
unaffected over a wide range of sales. What would operating income have been if sales had
been $12 million instead of $14 million? Which income statement did you use to help get your
answer? Why?

5-B2 Special Order, Terminology, and Unit Costs
Following is the income statement of Pelle Company, a manufacturer of men's bluejeans:

Pelle Company
Income Statement for the Year Ended December 31, 20X0

Total Per Unit

Sales $77,000,000 $35.00

Less: Cost of goods sold 46,200,000 21.00

Gross margin $30,800,000 $14.00

Less selling and administrative expenses 28,600,000 13.00

Operating income $ 2,200,000 $ 1.00

Pelle had manufactured 2.2 million pairs of jeans, which had been sold to various clothing
wholesalers and department stores. At the start of 20X0, the president, Ruth Catone, died unexpect¬
edly. Her son, Chuck, became the new president. Chuck had worked for 15 years in the market¬
ing phases of the business. He knew very little about accounting and manufacturing, which were
his mother's strengths. Chuck has several questions, including inquiries regarding the pricing of
special orders.

1. To prepare better answers, you decide to recast the income statement in contribution form.
Variable manufacturing cost was $35.2 million. Variable selling and administrative expenses,
which were mostly sales commissions, shipping expenses, and advertising allowances paid to
customers based on units sold, were $16.5 million. Prepare the revised income statement.
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2. Chuck asks, "Ican't understand financial statements until Iknow the meaning of various terms.
In scanning my mother's assorted notes, Ifound the following pertaining to both total and unit
costs: full manufacturing cost, variable cost, full cost, fully allocated cost, gross margin, and con¬
tribution margin. Usingour data for 20X0, please give me a list of these costs, their total amounts,
and their per-unit amounts."

3. He also says, "Near the end of 20X0, 1brought ina special order from Costco for 140,000jeans
at $34 each. Isaid I'd accept a flat $47,600 sales commission instead of the usual 5% of selling
price, but my mother refused the order. She usually upheld a relatively rigid pricing policy, say¬
ing that it was bad business to accept orders that did not at least generate full manufacturing cost
plus 65% of full manufacturing cost.

That policy bothered me. We had idle capacity. The way Ifigured, our manufacturing costs
would go up by 140,000 X $21 = $2,940,000, but our selling and administrative expenses would
go up by only $47,600. That would mean additional operating income of 140,000 X ($34 — $21)
minus $47,600, or $1,820,000 minus $47,600, or $1,772,400. That's too much money to give
up just to maintain a general pricing policy. Was my analysis of the impact on operating income
correct? Ifnot, please show me the correct additional operating income."

4. After receiving the explanations offered in number 2 and 3, Chuck said, "Forget that Ihad the
Costco order. Ihad an even bigger order from Lands' End. Itwas for 600,000 units and would
have filled the plant completely. Itold my mother I'd settle for no commission. There would
have been no selling and administrative costs whatsoever because Lands' End would pay for the
shipping and would not get any advertising allowances.

Lands' Endoffered $15.00 per unit. Our fixed manufacturing costs would have been spread
over 2.8 million instead of 2.2 million units. Wouldn't it have been advantageous to accept the
offer? Our old fixed manufacturing costs were $5.00 per unit. The added volume would reduce
that cost more than our loss on our variable costs per unit.

Am Icorrect? What would have been the impact on total operating income if we had
accepted the order?"

5-B3 Cost-Pius Pricing and Target Costing
A Fortune 100 company, Caterpillar is the world's leading manufacturer of construction and mining
equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, and industrial gas turbines. Caterpillar also manufactures
custom piston pins for other manufacturers in the same facility used to make pins for its own heavy-
duty engines. Piston pins are made with cost effective CNC bar feeders and multispindle barstock
machines. This process is a high-output, high-efficiency operation that eliminates the added costs of
purchasing special cut-to-length barstock or cutting barstock to specific lengths.

The market research department has indicated that a proposed new piston pin for a manufacturer
of truck engines would likely sell for $46. A similar piston pin currently being produced has the fol¬
lowing manufacturing costs:

Direct materials $24.00

Direct labor 10.00

Overhead 16.00

Total $50.00

Assume that Caterpillar desires a gross margin of 30% of the manufacturing cost.

1. Suppose Caterpillar used cost-plus pricing, setting the price 30% above the manufacturing cost.
What price would be charged for the pistonpin? Would you produce such a pistonpin ifyou were
a manager at Caterpillar? Explain.

2. Caterpillar uses target costing. What price would the company charge for a piston pin? What is
the highest acceptable manufacturing cost for which Caterpillar would be willing to produce the
piston pin?

3. As a user of target costing, what steps would Caterpillar managers take to try to make production
of this product feasible?
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Additional Assignment Material

QUESTIONS
5-1 Describe the accountant's role in decision
making.
5-2 "Any future cost is relevant." Do you agree?
Explain.
5-3 Why are historical or past data irrelevant to
special decisions?
5-4 Describe the role of past or historical costs
in the decision process. That is, how do these
costs relate to the predictionmethodand the deci¬
sion model?
5-5 "The distinction between precision and
relevance should be kept inmind." Explain.
5-6 Distinguish between the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of decisions.
5-7 What is the advantage of the contribu¬
tion approach as compared with the absorption
approach?
5-8 "The primary classifications of costs are by
variable and fixed-cost behavior patterns, not by
business functions." Name three commonly used
terms that describe this type of income statement.
5-9 "There is a commonality of approach to
various special decisions." Explain.
5-10 "Fixed costs are not relevant costs." Do
you agree? Explain.
5-11 Why are customers one of the factors influ¬
encing pricing decisions?

5-12 "Basing pricing on only the variable costs
of a job results insuicidal underpricing." Do you
agree? Why?
5-13 Provide three examples of pricing deci¬
sions other than the special order.
5-14 List three popular markup formulas for
pricing.
5-15 Describe two long-run effects that may
lead to managers' rejecting opportunities to

cut prices and obtain increases in short-run
profits.
5-16 Give two reasons why full costs are more
widely used than variable costs for guiding
pricing.
5-17 What is target cost per unit?
5-18 What is value engineering?
5-19 What is kaizen costing?
5-20 "In target costing, prices determine costs
rather than vice versa." Explain.
5-21 Many companies that use target costing
involve both customers and suppliers in product
and process design. Explain why.
5-22 If a target-costing system is used and the
existing cost cannot be reduced to the target cost

through cost reductions, management should not
produce and sell the product. Do you agree?
Explain.

CRITICALTHINKING EXERCISES

5-23 Fixed Costs and the Sales Function
Many sales managers have a good intuitive understandingof costs, but they often are imprecise inhow
they describe the costs. For example, one manager said the following: "Increasing sales will decrease
fixed costs because it spreads them over more units." Do you agree? Explain.

5-24 Income Statements and Sales Managers
Suppose Chee Wong is in charge of selling Nantucket Nectars' juice cocktails. What type of
income statement, absorption or contribution,would Wong find most useful for his decisions? Why?

5-25 The Economics of the Pricing Decision
Economic theory states that managers should set price equal to marginal cost inperfect competition.
Accountants use variable cost to approximate marginal costs. Compare and contrast marginal cost
and variable cost, and explain whether using variable costs as an approximation for marginal cost is
appropriate for makingpricing decisions.

5-26 Pricing Decisions, Ethics, and the Law
Managers should base pricing decisions on both cost and market factors. In addition, they must
also consider ethical and legal issues. Describe the influence that ethics and the law have on pricing
decisions.

5-27 Target Costing and the Value Chain
According to Keith Hallin, program affordability manager (target costing) for Boeing's MMA
Program in Integrated Defense Systems, reaching target costs is a challenge for the company's entire
value chain. Explain how managers of the various value-chain functions at Boeing might be involved
in the target costing process.
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EXERCISES

5-28 Pinpointing Relevant Costs
Today you are planning to see a motion picture, and you can attend either of two theaters. You have
only a small budget for entertainment so prices are important.You have attended boththeaters recently.
One charged $5 for admission; the other charged $7.You habitually buy popcorn inthe theater—each
theater charges $3. The motion pictures now being shown are equally attractive to you, but you are
virtually certain that you will never see the picture that you reject today.

Identify the relevant costs. Explain your answer.

5-29 Information and Decisions
Suppose the historical costs for the manufacture of a calculator by Radio Shack were as follows:
direct materials, $5.00 per unit; and direct labor, $6.00 per unit. Management is trying to decide
whether to replace some materials with different materials. The replacement should cut material costs
by 10% per unit. However, direct-labor time will increase by 5% per unit. Moreover, direct-labor rates
will be affected by a recent 10% wage increase.

Prepare anexhibit likeExhibit 5-1(p.200), showing where and how the data about direct material
and direct labor fit in the decision process.

5-30 Identification of Relevant Costs
Brian and Tammy Ricciwere trying to decide whether to go to the symphony or to the baseball game.
They already have two nonrefundable tickets to "Pops Night at the Symphony" that cost $42 each.
This is the only concert of the season they considered attending because it is the only one with the
type of music they enjoy. The baseball game is the last one of the season, and itwill decide the league
championship. They can purchase tickets to the game for $18 each.

The Riccis will drive 50 miles round-trip to either event. Variable costs for operating their auto¬
mobile are $.18 per mile, and fixed costs average $.13 per mile for the 15,000 miles they drive annu¬
ally. Parking at the symphony is free, but it costs $5 at the baseball game.

To attend either event, Brian and Tammy will hire a babysitter at $10 per hour. They expect to be
gone 4 hours to attend the baseball game but only 2 hours to attend the symphony.

Compare the cost of attending the baseball game with the cost of attending the symphony.
Focus on relevant costs. Compute the difference incost, and indicate which alternative is more costly
to the Riccis.

5-3 I Straightforward Absorption Statement
The Kerwin Company had the following data (in thousands) for a given period:

Sales $780

Direct materials 180

Direct labor 230

Indirect manufacturing costs 210

Selling and administrative expenses 130

There were no beginning or ending inventories. Compute the (1) manufacturing cost of goods
sold, (2) gross profit, (3) operating income, and (4) conversion cost (total manufacturing cost less
materials cost).

5-32 Straightforward Contribution Income Statement
Masa, Ltd., had the following data (in millions of yen) for a given period:

Sales ¥990

Direct materials 250

Direct labor 140

Variable factory overhead 65

Variable selling and administrative expenses 115

Fixed factory overhead 110

Fixed selling and administrative expenses 75

There were no beginning or ending inventories. Compute the (a) variable manufacturing cost of
goods sold, (b) contribution margin, and (c) operating income.
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5-33 Straightforward Absorption and Contribution Statement
Anzola Company had the following data (in millions) for a recent period. Fill in the blanks. There
were no beginning or ending inventories.

a. Sales $920

b. Direct materials used 350

c. Direct labor 210

Indirect manufacturing costs:

d. Variable 100

e. Fixed 50

f. Variable manufacturing cost of goods sold —
g- Manufacturing cost of goods sold —

Selling and administrative expenses:

h. Variable 90

i. Fixed 80

j- Gross profit —
k. Contribution margin —

5-34 Absorption Statement
Peterson Jewelry had the following data (in thousands of South African Rands, ZAR) for a given
period.Assume there are no inventories. Fill in the blanks.

Sales ZAR_
Direct materials 355

Direct labor _
Indirect manufacturing _
Manufacturing cost of goods sold 745

Gross margin 135

Selling and administrative expenses _
Operating income 30

Prime cost (direct materials +direct 575
labor)

5-35 Contribution Income Statement
Spadoni Company had the following data (in thousands) for a given period. Assume there are no
inventories.

Direct labor

Direct materials

Variable indirect manufacturing

Contribution margin

Fixed selling and administrative expenses

Operating income

Sales

Compute the (a) variable manufacturing cost of goods sold, (b) variable selling and administrative
expenses, and (c) fixed indirect manufacturing costs.

5-36 Special-Order Decision
BelltownAthletic Supply (BAS) makes gamejerseys for athletic teams. The F. C. Kitsap soccer club
has offered to buy 100jerseys for the teams in its league for $15 per jersey. The team price for such
jerseys normally is $18, an 80% markup over BAS's purchase price of $10 per jersey. BAS adds a
name and number to each jersey at a variable cost of $2 perjersey. The annual fixed cost of equipment
used inthe printingprocess is $6,000, and other fixed costs allocated to jerseys are $2,000. BAS makes
about 2,000jerseys per year, so the fixed cost is $4 perjersey. The equipment is used only for printing
jerseys and stands idle 75% of the usable time.

$165

160

100

185

105

45

855

B
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The manager of BAS turned down the offer, saying, "If we sell at $15 and our cost is $16, we lose
money on each jersey we sell. We would like to help your league, but we can't afford to lose money
on the sale."

1. Compute the amount by which the operating income of BAS would change if it accepted
F. C. Kitsap's offer.

2. Suppose you were the manager of BAS. Would you accept the offer? Inaddition to considering
the quantitative impact computed in requirement 1, list two qualitative considerations that would
influence your decision—one qualitative factor supporting acceptance of the offer and one sup¬
porting rejection.

5-37 Unit Costs and Total Costs
You are a CPA who belongs to a downtown business club. Annual dues are $150. You use the club
solely for lunches, which cost $9 each. You have not used the club much in recent years, and you are
wondering whether to continue your membership.

1. You are confronted with a variable-cost plus a fixed-cost behavior pattern. Plot each on a graph,
where the vertical axis is total cost and the horizontal axis is annual volume innumber of lunches.
Also plot a third graph that combines the previous two graphs.

2. What is the cost per lunch if you pay for your own lunch once a year? Twelve times a year? Two
hundred times a year?

3. Suppose the average price of lunches elsewhere is $10. (a) How many lunches must you have at
the luncheon club so that the total costs of the lunches would be the same, regardless of where you
ate for that number of lunches? (b) Suppose you ate 200 lunches a year at the club. How much
would you save in relation to the total costs of eating elsewhere?

5-38 Advertising Expenditures and Nonprofit Organizations
Many colleges anduniversities have beenextensively advertising their services. For example, a univer¬
sity inPhiladelphiaused a biplaneto pulla signpromoting its eveningprogram, and one inMississippi
designed bumper stickers and slogans as well as innovative programs.

Suppose Hilliard College charges a comprehensive annual fee of $14,800 for tuition, room,
and board, and it has capacity for 2,000 students. The admissions department predicts enrollment of
1,700 students for 20X1. Costs per student for the 20X1 academic year are as follows:

Variable Fixed Total

Educational programs $5,200 $ 3,900 $ 9,100

Room 1,100 2,300 3,400

Board 2,500 500 3,000

$8,800 $ 6,700* $15,500

*Based on 1,700-2,000 students for the year.

The assistant director of admissions has proposed a 2-month advertising campaign using radio
and television advertisements, together with an extensive direct mailing of brochures.

1. Suppose the advertising campaign will cost $1.41 million. What is the minimum number of
additional students the campaign must attract to make the campaign break even?

2. Suppose the admissions department predicts that the campaignwill attract 335 additional students.
What is the most Hilliard should pay for the campaign and still break even?

3. Suppose a 3-month (instead of 2-month) campaign will attract 440 instead of 335 additional
students. What is the most Hilliard should pay for the 1-monthextension of the campaign and still
break even?

5-39 Variety of Cost Terms
Consider the following data:

Variable selling and administrative costs per unit $ 7.00

Total fixed selling and administrative costs $810,000

Total fixed manufacturing costs $500,000

Variable manufacturing costs per unit $ 12.00

Units produced and sold 100,000
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Compute the following per unit of product: (a) total variable costs, (b) full manufacturing cost,
(c) full cost.

5-40 Acceptance of Low Bid
The Velasquez Company, a maker of a variety of metal and plastic products, is in the midst of a
business downturn and is saddled with many idle facilities. Columbia Health Care has approached
Velasquez to produce 300,000 nonslide serving trays. Columbia will pay $1.50 each.

Velasquez predicts that its variable costs will be $1.60 each. Its fixed costs, which had been aver¬
aging $1per unit on a variety of other products, will now be spread over twice as muchvolume. The
president commented, "Sure we'll lose $.10 each on the variable costs, but we'll gain $.50 per unit by
spreading our fixed costs. Therefore, we should take the offer because it represents an advantage of
$.40 per unit."

Suppose the regular business had a current volume of 300,000 units, sales of $600,000, variable
costs of $480,000, and fixed costs of $300,000. Do you agree with the president? Why?

5-4 1 Pricing by Auto Dealer
Many automobile dealers have an operating pattern similar to that ofAustin Motors, a dealer inTexas.
Each month, Austin initially aims at a unit volume quota that approximates a break-even point. Until
the break-even point is reached, Austin has a policy>crfrelatively lofty pricing, whereby the "mini¬
mum deal" must contain a sufficiently high markup to ensure a contribution to profit of no less than
$400. After the break-even point is attained, Austin tends to quote lower prices for the remainder of
the month.

What is your opinionof this policy?As a prospective customer, how would you react to this policy?

5-42 Pricing to Maximize Contribution
Reynolds Company produces and sells picture frames. One particular frame for 8 X 10 photos was
an instant success in the market, but recently competitors have come out with comparable frames.
Reynolds has been charging $12.50 wholesale for the frames, and sales have fallen from 10,000units
last year to 7,000 units this year. The product manager in charge of this frame is considering lowering
the price to $10 per frame. He believes sales will rebound to 10,000 units at the lower price, but they
will fall to 6,000 units at the $12.50 price. The unit variable cost of producing and selling the frames
is $6, and $60,000 of fixed cost is assigned to the frames.

1. Assuming that the only prices under consideration are $10 and $12.50 per frame, which price will
lead to the largest profit for Reynolds? Explain why.

2. What subjective considerations might affect your pricing decision?

5-43 Target Selling Prices
Consider the following data from Henderson Company's budgeted income statement (in thousands
of dollars):

Target sales $96,750

Variable costs

Manufacturing 32,250

Selling and administrative 6,450

Total variable costs 38,700

Fixed costs

Manufacturing 8,600

Selling and administrative 6,450

Total fixed costs 15,050

Total of all costs 53,750

Operating income $43,000

Compute the following markup percentages that would be used for obtaining the same target sales as
a percentage of (1) total variable costs, (2) full costs, and (3) variable manufacturing costs.

5-44 Competitive Bids
Griffy, Rodriguez, and Martinez, a CPA firm, is preparing to bid for a consulting job. Although
Alicia Martinez will use her judgment about the market in finalizing the bid, she has asked you to
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prepare a cost analysis to help in the bidding. You have estimated the costs for the consulting job to
be as follows:

Materials and supplies, at cost $ 30,000

Hourly pay for consultants, 2,000 hours at $35 per hour 70,000

Fringe benefits for consultants, 2,000 hours at $12 per hour 24,000

Total variable costs 124,000

Fixed costs allocated to the job

Based on labor, 2,000 hours at $10 per hour 20,000

Based on materials and supplies, 80% of 30,000 24,000

Total cost $168,000

Of the $44,000 allocated fixed costs, $35,000 will be incurred even if the job is not undertaken.
Alicia normally bids jobs at the sum of (1) 150% of the estimated materials and supplies cost and

(2) $75 per estimated labor hour.

1. Prepare a bid using the normal formula.
2. Prepare a minimumbid equal to the additional costs expected to be incurred to complete the job.
3. Prepare a bid that will cover full costs plus a markup for profit equal to 20% of full cost.

5-45 Target Costing
Premium Corporation believes that there is a market for a portable electronic toothbrush that can be
easily carried by business travelers. Premium's market research department has surveyed the features
andprices of electronic brushes currently on the market. Basedonthis research,Premiumbelieves that
$75 would be about the right price. At this price, marketing believes that about 78,000 new portable
brushes can be sold over the product's life cycle. Itwill cost about $1,170,000 to design and develop
the portable brush. Premium has a target profit of 25% of sales.

Determine the total and unit target cost to manufacture, sell, distribute, and service the portable
brushes.

5-46 Target Costing
Best Cost Corporation has an aggressive research and development (R&D) program and uses target
costing to aid inthe final decision to release new products to production.A new product is being evalu¬
ated. Market research has surveyed the potential market for this product and believes that its unique
features will generate a total demand of 50,000 units at an average price of $230. Design and produc¬
tion engineering departments have performed a value analysis of the product and have determined
that the total cost for the various value-chain functions using the existing process technology are
as follows:

Value-Chain Function Total Cost over Product Life

Research and Development $ 1,500,000

Design 750,000

Manufacturing 5,000,000

Marketing 800,000

Distribution 1,200,000

Customer Service 750,000

Total Cost over Product Life $10,000,000

Management has a target profit percentage of 20% of sales. Production engineering indi¬
cates that a new process technology can reduce the manufacturing cost by 40%, but it will cost
$1,100,000.

1. Assuming the existing process technology is used, should the new product be released to produc¬
tion? Explain.

2. Assuming the new process technology is purchased, should the new product be released to
production? Explain.
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PROBLEMS

5-47 Pricing, Ethics, and the Law
Great Lakes Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (GLPI), produces both prescription and over-the-counter medica¬
tions. InJanuary, GLPI introduced a new prescription drug, Capestan, to relieve the pain of arthritis.
The company spent more than $50 million over the last 5 years developing the drug, and advertising
alone during the first year of introduction will exceed $10 million. Production cost for a bottle of
100 tablets is approximately $12. Sales in the first 3 years are predicted to be 500,000, 750,000, and
1,000,000 bottles, respectively. To achieve these sales, GLPI plans to distribute the medicine through
three sources: directly to physicians, through hospital pharmacies, and through retail pharmacies.
Initially, the bottles will be given free to physicians to give to patients, hospital pharmacies will pay
$25 per bottle,and retailpharmacies will pay $40 per bottle. Inthe second and third year, the company
plans to phase out the free distributions to physicians and move all other customers toward a $50-per-
bottle sales price.

Comment on the pricing andpromotionpolicies of GLPI. Pay particular attention to the legal and
ethical issues involved.

5-48 Analysis with Contribution Income Statement
The following data have been condensed from LaGrande Corporation's report of 2012 operations
(inmillions of euros):

Variable Fixed Total

Manufacturing cost of goods sold €300 €280 €580

Selling and administrative expenses 140 60 200

Sales 900

1. Prepare the 2012 income statement incontribution form, ignoring income taxes.

2. LaGrande's operations have been fairly stable from year to year. Inplanning for the future, top
management is considering several options for changing the annual patternof operations. You are
asked to perform an analysis of their estimated effects. Use your contribution income statement as
a framework to compute the estimated operating income (in millions) under each of the following
separate and unrelated assumptions:
a. Assume that a 10% reduction in selling prices would cause a 30% increase in the physical

volume of goods manufactured and sold.
b. Assume that an annual expenditure of €30 million for a special sales promotion campaign

would enable the company to increase its physical volume by 10% with no change in selling
prices.

c. Assume that a basic redesign of manufacturing operations would increase annual fixed manu¬
facturing costs by €80 million and decrease variable manufacturing costs by 15% per product
unit, but with no effect on physical volume or selling prices.

d. Assume that a basic redesign of selling and administrative operations would double the
annual fixed expenses for selling and administration and increase the variable expenses for
selling and administration by 25% per product unit; it would also increase physical volume
by 20%. Selling prices would be increased by 5%.

e. Would you prefer to use the absorption form of income statement for the preceding analyses?
Explain.

3. Discuss the desirability of alternatives a-d in number 2. Ifonly one alternative could be selected,
which would you choose? Explain.

5-49 Pricing and Contribution-Margin Technique
The Transnational Trucking Company has the following operating results to date for 20X1:

Operating revenues $50,000,000

Operating costs 40,000,000

Operating income $10,000,000

A large Boston manufacturer has inquired about whether Transnational would be interested in
trucking a large order of its parts to Chicago. Steve Goldmark, operations manager, investigated the
situation and estimated that the "fully allocated" costs of servicing the order would be $45,000. Using
his general pricing formula, he quoted a price of $50,000. The manufacturer replied, "We'll give you
$39,000, take it or leave it. Ifyou do not want our business, we'll truck it ourselves or go elsewhere."
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A cost analyst had recently been conducting studies of how Transnational's operating costs
tended to behave. She found that $30 million of the $40 million could be characterized as variable
costs. Goldmark discussed the matter with her and decided that this order would probably generate
cost behavior about the same as Transnational's general operations.

1. Using a contribution-margin technique, prepare an analysis for Transnational.
2. Should Transnational accept the order? Explain.

5-50 Cost Analysis and Pricing
The budget for the Oxford University Printing Company for 20X1 follows:

Sales £1,128,600

Direct material £295,000

Direct labor 340,000

Overhead 391,000 1,026,000

Net income £ 102,600

The company typically uses a so-called cost-plus pricingsystem. Direct-materialand direct-labor
costs are computed, overhead is added at a rate of 115% of direct-labor costs, and 10% of the total cost
is added to obtain the selling price.

Edith Smythe, the sales manager, has placed a £23,000 bid on a particularly large order with a
cost of £5,300 direct material and £6,200 direct labor. The customer informs her that she can have
the business for £16,000, take it or leave it. IfSmythe accepts the order, total sales for 20X1 will be
£1,144,600.

Smythe refuses the order, saying, "I sell on a cost-plus basis. It is bad policy to accept orders at
below cost. Iwould lose £2,630 on the job."

The company's annual fixed overhead is£170,000.

1. What would operating income have been with the order? Without the order? Show your
computations.

2. Give a short description of a contribution-margin technique to pricing that Smythe might follow
to achieve a price of £23,000 on the order.

5-51 Pricing of Education
You are the director of continuing education programs for a state university. Courses for executives
are especially popular, and you have developed an extensive menu of one-day and two-day courses
that are presented in various locations throughout the state. The performance of these courses for the
current fiscal year, excluding the final course, which is scheduled for the next Saturday, is as follows:

Tuition revenue $2,000,000

Costs of courses 800,000

Contribution margin 1,200,000

General administrative expenses 400,000

Operating income $ 800,000

The costs of the courses include fees for instructors, rentals of classrooms, advertising, and any
other items, such as travel, that can be easily and exclusively identified as being caused by a particular
course.

The general administrative expenses include your salary, your secretary's compensation, and
related expenses, such as a lump-sum payment to the university's central offices as a share of univer¬
sity overhead.

The enrollment for your final course of the year is 30 students, who have paid $200 each.
Two days before the course is to begin, a city manager telephones your office. "Do you offer discounts
to nonprofit institutions?" he asks. "If so, we'll send 10 managers. But our budget will not justify our
spending more than $100 per person." The extra cost of including these 10 managers would entail
lunches at $20 each and course materials at $30 each.

1. Prepare a tabulation of the performance for the full year including the final course. Assume
that the costs of the final course for the 30 enrollees' instruction, travel, advertising, rental of
hotel classroom, lunches, and course materials would be $3,000. Show a tabulation in four col¬
umns: before final course, final course with 30 registrants, effect of 10 more registrants, and
grand totals.
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2. What major considerations would probably influence the pricing policies for these courses? For
setting regular university tuition in private universities?

5-52 DVD Sales and Rental Markets
Is it more profitable to sell your product for $45 or $12? This is a difficult question for many movie
studio executives. Consider a movie that cost $60 million to produce and required another $30 mil¬
lion to promote. After its theater release, the studio must determine whether to sell DVDs directly
to the public at a wholesale price of about $12 per DVD or to sell to video rental store distributors
for about $45 per DVD. The distributors will then sell to about 13,000 video rental stores in the
United States.

Assume that the variable cost to produce and ship 1DVD is $2.00.

1. Suppose each video rental store would purchase 5 DVDs of this movie. How many DVDs would
need to be sold directly to customers to make direct sales a more profitable option than sales to
video store distributors?

2. How does the cost of producing and promoting the movie affect this decision?
3. Walt Disney Co. elected to sell The Lion King directly to consumers, and it sold 33 million

copies at an average price of $12.30 per DVD. How many DVDs would each video rental store
have to purchase to provide Disney as much profit as the company received from direct sales?
Assume that Disney would receive $45 per DVD from the distributors.

5-53 Use of Passenger Jets
In a recent year ContinentalAirlines filled about 50% of the available seats on its flights, a record
about 15% below the national average.

Continental could have eliminated about 4% of its runs and raised its average load considerably.
The improved load factor would have reduced profits, however. Give reasons for or against this elimi¬
nation.What factors should influence an airline's scheduling policies?

When you answer this question, suppose that Continental had a basic package of 3,000 flights per
month, with an average of 100 seats available per flight. Also suppose that 52% of the seats were filled
at an average ticket price of $200 per flight. Variable costs are about 70% of revenue.

Continental also had a marginal package of 120 flights per month, with an average of 100 seats
available per flight. Suppose that only 20% of the seats were filled at an average ticket price of $100
per flight. Variable costs are about 50% of this revenue. Prepare a tabulation of the basic package,
marginal package, and total package, showing percentage of seats filled, revenue, variable expenses,
and contribution margin.

5-54 Effects of Volume on Operating Income
The Hester Division of Melbourne Sports Company manufactures boomerangs, which are sold to
wholesalers and retailers. The division manager has set a target of 220,000 boomerangs for next
month's production and sales has developed an accurate budget for that level of sales. The manager
has also prepared an analysis of the effects on operating income of deviations from the target:

Volume in units 170,000 220,000 260,000

Sales at $3.20 $544,000 $704,000 $832,000

Full costs at $2.10 357.000 462.000 546.000

Operating income $187,000 $242,000 $286,000

The costs have the following characteristics: Variable manufacturing costs are $.85 per boomer¬
ang; variable selling costs are $.65 per boomerang; fixed manufacturingcosts per month are $109,000;
and fixed selling and administrative costs per month are $23,000.

1. Prepare a correct analysis of the changes in volume on operating income. Prepare a tabulated set
of income statements at levels of 170,000, 220,000, and 260,000 boomerangs. Also show per¬
centages of operating income in relation to sales.

2. Compare your tabulationwith the manager's tabulation. Why is the manager's tabulation incorrect?

5-55 Pricing at the Grand Canyon Railway
Suppose a tour agent approached the general manager of the Grand Canyon Railway with a pro¬
posal to offer a special guided tour to the agent's clients. The tour would occur 20 times each summer
and be part of a larger itinerary that the agent is putting together. The agent presented two options: (a)
a special 65-mile tour with the agent's 30 clients as the only passengers on the train, or (b) adding a car
to an existing train to accommodate the 30 clients on an already scheduled 65-mile tour.
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Under either option, Grand Canyon would hire a tour guide for $200 for the trip. Grand Canyon
has extra cars in its switching yard, and it would cost $40 to move a car to the main track and hook it
up. The extra fuel cost to pull one extra car is $.20 per mile. To run an engine and a passenger car on
the trip would cost $2.20 per mile, and an engineer would be paid $400 for the trip.

Depreciation on passenger cars is $5,000 per year, and depreciation on engines is $20,000 per
year. Each passenger car and each engine travels about 50,000 miles a year. They are replaced every
8 years.

The agent offered to pay $32 per passenger for the special tour and $15 per passenger for simply
adding an extra car.

1. Which of the two options is more profitable to Grand Canyon?Comment on which costs are irrel¬
evant to this decision.

2. Should Grand Canyon accept the proposal for the option you found best innumber 1? Comment
on what costs are relevant for this decision but not for the decision in number 1.

5-56 Pricing of Special Order
The Drosselmeier Corporation, located in Munich, makes Christmas nutcrackers and has an annual
plant capacity of 2,400 product units. Suppose its predicted operating results (in euros) for the year
are as follows:

Production and sales of 2,000 units, total sales €180,000

Manufacturing costs

Fixed (total) 70,000

Variable (per unit) 25

Selling and administrative expenses

Fixed (total) 30,000

Variable (per unit) 10

Compute the following, ignoring income taxes:

1. If the company accepts a special order for 300 units at a selling price of €40 each, how would the
total predicted net income for the year be affected, assuming no effect on regular sales at regular
prices?

2. Without decreasing its total net income, what is the lowest unit price for which the Drosselmeier
Corporation could sell an additional 100units not subject to any variable selling and administra¬
tive expenses, assuming no effect on regular sales at regular prices?

3. List the numbers given in the problem that are irrelevant (not relevant) insolving number 2.
4. Compute the expected annual net income (with no special orders) if plant capacity can be doubled

by adding additional facilities at a cost of €500,000. Assume that these facilities have an estimated
life of 4 years with no residual scrap value, and that the currentunit selling price can be maintained
for all sales. Total sales are expected to equal the new total plant capacity each year. No changes are
expected in variable costs per unit or in total fixed costs except for depreciation.

5-57 Pricing and Confusing Variable and Fixed Costs
Kister Electronics had a fixed factory overhead budget for 20X0 of$72 million. The company planned
to make and sell 9 million units of a particular communications device. All variable manufacturing
costs per unit were $18. The budgeted income statement contained the following:

Sales $252,000,000

Manufacturing cost of goods sold 234,000,000

Gross margin 18,000,000

Deduct selling and administrative expenses 9,000,000

Operating income $ 9,000,000

For simplicity, assume that the actual variable costs per unit and the total fixed costs were exactly as
budgeted.

1. Compute Kister's budgeted fixed factory overhead per unit.
2. Near the end of 20X0, a large computer manufacturer offered to buy 150,000 units for $3.45

million on a one-time special order. The president of Kister stated, "The offer is a bad deal. It's
foolish to sell below full manufacturing costs per unit. Irealize that this order will have only a
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modest effect on selling and administrative costs. They will increase by a $10,000 fee paid to our
sales agent." Compute the effect on operating income if the offer is accepted.

3. What factors should the president of Kister consider before finally deciding whether to accept
the offer?

4. Suppose the original budget for fixed manufacturing costs was $72 million, but budgeted
units of product were 4.5 million. How would your answers to numbers 1 and 2 change? Be
specific.

5-58 Demand Analysis
Rouse Manufacturing Limited produces and sells one product, a three-foot Canadian flag. During
20X0, the company manufactured and sold 65,000 flags at $27 each. Existing production capacity is
75,000 flags per year.

Informulating the 20X1 budget, management is faced with several decisions concerning product
pricing and output. The following information is available:

1. A market survey shows that the sales volume depends on the selling price. For each $1 drop in
selling price, sales volume would increase by 10,000 flags.

2. The company's expected cost structure for 20X1 is as follows:
a. Fixedcost (regardless of production or sales activities), $345,000
b. Variable costs per flag (including production, selling, and administrative expenses), $14

3. To increase annual capacity from the present 75,000 flags to 105,000 flags, additional investment
for plant, building, equipment, and the like of $610,000 would be necessary. The estimated aver¬
age life of the additional investment would be 10 years, so the fixed costs would increase by an
average of $61,000 per year. (Expansion of less than 30,000 additional units of capacity would
cost only slightly less than $610,000.)

Indicate, with reasons, what the level of production and the selling price should be for the coming
year. Also indicate whether the company should approve the plant expansion. Show your calculations.
Ignore income tax considerations and the time value of money.

5-59 Target Costing
Memphis Electrical makes small electric motors for a variety of home appliances. Memphis
sells the motors to appliance makers, who assemble and sell the appliances to retail outlets.
Although Memphis makes dozens of different motors, it does not currently make one to be used
in garage-door openers. The company's market research department has discovered a market for
such a motor.

The market research department has indicated that a motor for garage-door openers would likely
sell for $26. A similar motor currently being produced has the following manufacturing costs:

Direct materials $13.00

Direct labor 6.00

Overhead 8.00

Total $27.00

Memphis desires a gross margin of 20% of the manufacturing cost.

1. Suppose Memphis used cost-plus pricing, setting the price 20% above the manufacturing cost.
What price would be charged for the motor? Would you produce such a motor if you were a
manager at Memphis? Explain.

2. Suppose Memphis uses target costing. What price would the company charge for a garage-door-
opener motor? What is the highest acceptable manufacturing cost for which Memphis would be
willing to produce the motor?

3. As a user of target costing, what steps would Memphis managers take to try to make production
of this product feasible?

5-60 Target Costing and ABM
Cleveland Plastics makes plastic parts for other manufacturing companies. Cleveland has an
ABC system for its production, marketing, and customer service functions. The company uses
target costing as a strategic decision-making tool. One of Cleveland's product lines—consumer
products—has over 100 individual products with life cycles of less than 3 years. This means that
about 30-40 products are discontinued and replaced with new products each year. Cleveland's
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top management has established the following tool to be used by the target-cost team for evaluat¬
ing proposed new products:

Required Cost Reduction (RCR)
as a Percent of Market Price Action

RCR <0% Release to production

0<RCR s5% Release to production and set kaizen improvement plan

5% <RCR <25% Product and process redesign

RCR >25% Abandon subject to top management review and approval

The following operational andABC data are for four proposed new products:

Estimated Number of Driver Units
over Product Life Cycle

Value-Chain Function Cost per Driver Unit C-200472 C-200473 C-200474 C-200475

Production

Direct material $1.60 per pound 2,000 1,000 4,000 800

Setup/Maintenance $1,015 per setup 10 4 12 5

Processing hour $370 per machine 20 12 32 12

Marketing $860 per order 30 10 50 16

Customer service $162 per sales call 55 35 20 28

Estimated life-cycle demand in units 2,000 1,400 4,000 600

Estimated market price per unit $39 28 35 50

Top management has set a desired contribution to cover unallocated value-chain costs, taxes, and
profit of 40% of the estimated market price.

Prepare a schedule that shows for each proposed new product, the target cost, estimated cost
using existing technology, and any required cost reduction as a percent of the estimated market price.
Use the evaluation tool to make a decision regarding the four proposed new products.

5-61 Target Costing over Product Life Cycle
Centeral Equipment makes a variety of motor-driven products for homes and small businesses. The
market research department recently identified power lawn mowers as a potentially lucrative market.
As a first entry into this market, Centeral is considering a riding lawn mower that is smaller and less
expensive than those of most of the competition. Market research indicates that such a lawn mower
would sell for about $980 at retail and $795 wholesale. At that price, Centeral expects life-cycle sales
as follows:

Year Sales

20X1 1,600

20X2 5,500

20X3 10,600

20X4 10,600

20X5 8,800

20X6 6,300

20X7 4,300

The production department has estimated that the variable cost of production will be $460 per
lawn mower, and annual fixed costs will be $890,000 per year for each of the 7 years. Variable selling
costs will be $40 per lawn mower and fixed selling costs will be $55,000 per year. In addition, the
product development department estimates that $5.2 million of development costs will be necessary
to design the lawn mower and the production process for it.

1. Compute the expected profit over the entire product life cycle of the proposed riding lawnmower.
2. Suppose Centeral expects pretax profits equal to 10% of sales on new products. Would the com¬

pany undertake production and selling of the riding lawn mower?
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3. Centeral Equipment uses a target costing approach to new products. What steps would manage¬
ment take to try to make a profitable product of the riding lawn mower?

CASES

5-62 Use of Capacity
St. Tropez S.A. manufactures several different styles ofjewelry cases insouthern France.Management
estimates that during the second quarter of 20X1 the company will be operating at 80% of nor¬
mal capacity. Because the company desires a higher utilization of plant capacity, it will consider a
special order.

St. Tropez has received special-order inquiries from two companies. The first is from Lyon, which
would like to market a jewelry case similar to one of St. Tropez's cases. The Lyon jewelry case
would be marketed under Lyon's own label. Lyon has offered St. Tropez €67.5 per jewelry case for
20,000 cases to be shipped by July 1,20X1. The cost data for the St. Tropez jewelry case, which would
be similar to the specifications of the Lyon special order, are as follows:

Regular selling price per unit €100

Costs per unit:

Raw materials € 35

Direct labor, .5 hour at €60 30

Overhead, .25 machine hour at €40 _10

Total cost per unit € 75

According to the specifications provided by Lyon, the special-order case requires less
expensive raw materials, which will cost only €32.5 per case. Management has estimated that
the remaining costs, labor time, and machine time will be the same as those for the St. Tropez
jewelry case.

The second special order was submitted by the Avignon Co., for 7,500 jewelry cases at €85
per case. These cases would be marketed under the Avignon label and would have to be shipped by
July 1, 20X1. The Avignon jewelry case is different from any jewelry case in the St. Tropez line. Its
estimated per-unit costs are as follows:

Raw materials €43

Direct labor, .5 hour at €60 30

Overhead, .5 machine hour at €40 20

Total costs €93

In addition, St. Tropez will incur €15,000 in additional setup costs and will have to purchase a
€20,000 special device to manufacture these cases; this device will be discarded once the special order
is completed.

The St. Tropez manufacturing capabilities are limited by the total machine hours available.
The plant capacity under normal operations is 90,000 machine hours per year, or 7,500 machine
hours per month. The budgeted fixed overhead for 20X1 amounts to €2.16 million, or €24 per
hour. All manufacturing overhead costs are applied to production on the basis of machine hours
at €40 per hour.

St. Tropez will have the entire second quarter to work on the special orders. Management does
not expect any repeat sales to be generated from either special order. Company practice precludes
St. Tropez from subcontracting any portion of an order when special orders are not expected to gener¬
ate repeat sales.

Should St. Tropez accept either special order? Justify your answer and show your calculations.
(Hint: Distinguish between variable and fixed overhead.)

NIKE 1 0-K PROBLEM

5-63 Special Order
As discussed inItem 1of Nike's 10-K,one ofthe companies itowns isCole Haan.Cole Haanmakes
a variety of fashion footwear, such as dress shoes. One of these products is a men's loafer. This shoe
is in strong demand. Suppose sales on this loafer during the present year, 20X0, are expected to hit
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the 1,000,000 mark. Full plant capacity is 1,150,000 units, but the 1,000,000 unit mark is considered
normal capacity. The following unit price and cost breakdown is applicable in20X0:

Per unit

Sales price $145.00

Less: Manufacturing costs

Materials $ 49.00

Direct labor 22.00

Overhead: Variable 14.00

Fixed 16.00

Total manufacturing costs $101.00

Gross margin $ 44.00

Less selling and administrative expenses

Selling: Variable $ 5.50

Fixed 9.00

Administrative, fixed 12.00

Packaging, variable 3.50

Total selling and administrative expenses $ 30.00

Netprofit before taxes $ 14.00

"Two types of packaging are available: deluxe, $3.50 per unit; and standard, $2.00 per unit.

During March, the company received two special-order requests from Nordstrom and Macy's.
These orders are not part of the budgeted 1,000,000 unit sales for 20X0, but there is sufficient capacity
for possibly one order to be accepted. Orders received and their terms are as follows:

Order from Nordstrom: 75,000 loafers at $136.00 per unit, deluxe packaging

Order from Macy's: 90,000 loafers at $130.00 per unit, standard packaging
Since these orders were made directly to Cole Haan, no variable selling costs will be incurred.

1. Analyze the profitability of each of these two special orders. Which special order should be
accepted?

2. What other aspects need to be considered in addition to profitability?

EXCELAPPLICATION EXERCISE

5-64 DeterminingWhether to Accept a Special Order
Goal: Create an Excel spreadsheet to determine which special order to accept. Use the results to
answer questions about your findings.
Scenario:The IbunezTool Company has been offered two different special orders: (1) the production
of 40,000 plain circular saws or (2) the productionof 20,000 professional circular saws.The company
has enough excess capacity to accept either offer, but not both. The plain saw sells for $65 and has a
variable cost of $50. The professional saw sells for $100 and has a variable cost of $75.

When you have completed your spreadsheet, answer the following questions:

1. What is the contribution margin and contribution-margin ratio per unit for the plaincircular saw?
For the professional circular saw?

2. What is the total contribution margin for the plain circular saw if the company fills this special
order? For the professional circular saw special order?

3. What general conclusion can you draw from the data illustrated by the Excel problem?

Step-by-Step:
1. Open a new Excel spreadsheet.
2. Incolumn A, create a bold-faced heading that contains the following:

Row 1:Chapter 5 Decision Guideline
Row 2: Ibunez Tool Company
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Row 3: Special Order Analysis
Row 4: Today's Date

3. Merge and center the four heading rows across columns A-E.
4. Adjust column widths as follows:

Column A: 17
Column B: 15
Column C: 10
Column D: 15
Column E: 10

5. Inrow 7, create the following bold-facedcolumn heading:
Column B: Products

6. Merge and center the Products heading across columns B-E.
7. Inrow 8, create the following bold-facedcolumn headings:

Column B: Plain Circular Saw
Column D: Professional Circular Saw

8. Merge and center the Plain Circular Saw heading across columns B-C.
9. Merge and center the Professional Circular Saw heading across columns D-E.

10. Incolumn A, create the following row headings:
Row 9: Selling price
Row 10: Variable cost
Row 11:Contribution margin
Skip four rows.
Row 16: Special order units:
Skip one row.
Row 18:Total contribution margin:

11. Merge the headings in rows 16— 18 across columns A and B, then right-justify.
Alignment tab: Horizontal: Right

12. Enter the selling price and variable cost for plain and professional saws in columns B and D,
respectively.

13. Inrow 11,create formulas to calculate the contribution marginfor each type of saw incolumns B
and D, respectively.

14. In row 11, create formulas to calculate the contribution-margin percent for each type of saw in
columns C and E, respectively.

15. Inrow 16,enter the number ofunits requested inthe special order for each type of saw incolumns
C and E, respectively.

16. In row 18, create formulas to calculate the total contribution margin for each type of saw in col¬
umns C and E, respectively.

17. Format all amounts in columns B and D as follows:

Number tab: Category: Accounting ($ sign is left-justified)

Decimal places: 2

Symbol: $

18. Modify the format of the variable cost amounts to exclude the dollar ($) sign:

Number tab: Symbol: None

19. Modify the format of the contribution-margin amounts to display a top border, using the default
Line Style:

Border tab: Icon: Top Border

20. Format the contribution-margin percent in columns C and E as follows:

Number tab:

Alignment tab:

Category:

Decimal places:

Horizontal:

Percentage

0

Center
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21. Format the amount inrow 16 as follows:

Number tab: Category

Decimal places

Use 1000 Separator (,)

Alignment tab: Horizontal

22. Format total contribution-margin amounts as follows:

Number

0

Checked

Center

Number tab: Category: Accounting

Decimal places: 0

Symbol: $

23. Save your work, and print a copy for your files.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING EXERCISE

5-65 Understanding Pricing Decisions
Form teams of three to six students. Each team should contact and meet with a manager responsible
for pricing ina company in your area. This might be a product manager or brand manager for a large
company or a vice president of marketing or sales for a smaller company.

Explore with the manager how his or her company sets prices. Among the questions you might
ask are the following:

• How do costs influence your prices? Do you set prices by adding a markup to costs? If so,
what measure of costs do you use? How do you determine the appropriate markup?

• How do you adjust prices to meet market competition? How do you measure the effects of
price on sales level?

• Do you use target costing? That is, do you find out what a product will sell for and then try to
design the product and productionprocess to make a desired profit on the product?

• What is your goal insetting prices? Do you try to maximize revenue, market penetration,
contribution margin, gross margin, or some combination of these, or do you have other goals
when setting prices?

After each team has conducted its interview, it would be desirable, if time permits, to get together as
a class and share your findings. How many different pricing policies did the groups find? Can you
explain why policies differ across companies? Are there characteristics of different industries or dif¬
ferent management philosophies that explain the different pricing policies?

INTERNET EXERCISE

5-66 Marketing Decisions at Colgate-Palmolive
Managers need information of all types in order to make decisions. Many marketing decisions are
strategic, such as setting pricing policies. Managers rely on multiple sources to help locate relevant
information to support these decisions. Managers must know how to use the information that is avail¬
able and what weight to assign to the information that is deemed to be useful.

A firm is not going to give us detailed information about its marketing strategy on its Web site.
However, we can view a firm's Web site to look at some of the relevant information that managers
might use to help make marketing decisions. Let's look at the Colgate-Palmolive Company to see
what information on its site would be relevant for some marketing decisions.

1. Go to Colgate-Palmolive's home page at www.colgatepalmolive.com. Move your cursor to the
heading "For Investors" at the top of the page. Click on "For Investors," then on "Financial Info,"
then "Annual Reports," and then on the "Message from the CEO" in the most recent annual
report. In this section, Colgate shares its worldwide strategy. What types of pricingdecisions that
are discussed in this chapter are part of Colgate's strategy? What does this strategy reveal about
the need for relevant information?

2. Many companies place a highpriority on ethics. Examine the section "Living Our Values" under
the "Our Company" heading back on the home page. Give two examples that show Colgate's
commitment to ethical behavior.
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3. One area that many companies identify as a key component to strategy is new product develop¬
ment. Locate where Colgate highlights its new products (you may want to use the search option
on the Web site). Based on the information, what was a recent new product release? Is this a
"new" product or is it simply a variation of an existing product?

4. Now, look at the products that the firm manufactures. What format is offered for learning about
these products? Look at the fabric conditioner products. How many fabric conditioners does the
firm offer? From looking at the information provided, can you tell what differentiates the prod¬
ucts? Does the Web site provide any informationon how or when to use the products?Would you
want to make a decision about the "best" fabric conditioner for a specific type of laundry based on
the information found on the Web site? Why or why not?

5. Let's look at the most recent annual report again. Is there evidence inthe financial statements that
Colgate is achieving its worldwide strategy? Is the company improving profitability?
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